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a b s t r a c t 

Interdomain routing relies on BGP, which does not allow multipath transmissions. Since there is usu- 

ally more than one path between any pair of nodes on the Internet, it would be beneficial to have the 

possibility of using them at the same time. Over the years, many solutions have appeared. 

In this survey, we show how 17 different approaches suggest solutions for providing interdomain mul- 

tipath transmission. We divide presented mechanisms based on their relevance, starting from the most 

significant (assessed subjectively based on publications) and already available (implemented). Firstly, all 

the mechanisms are presented at a glance. Afterwards, each mechanism is described in more details. After 

a coherent presentation of each approach, they are compared, contrasted, and subjectively assessed. The 

comparison criteria include proposal visibility, additional signalling, mechanism complexity, time scale of 

operation, provided routing type, and path choice entities or path setup procedure. The goal of the sur- 

vey is to show that there are numerous approaches to providing interdomain multipath transmissions in 

current IP-based networks. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The Internet is a grid of interconnected Autonomous Systems

ASes). Multiple links between ASes increase resilience. These links

re used for performing policy-based routing, which improves per-

ormance and lowers transit costs. The routing information on the

nternet is provided by a Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Each op-

rator needs to establish business relations with directly connected

eighbors. These relations are applied in a form of policy routing

hich selects routes that may be placed in routing tables in their

omain. Routing policies also provide procedures for announcing

elected routes to neighbouring ASes. After this first stage of selec-

ion, the BGP algorithm chooses one active route to each destina-

ion and places it in routing tables. 

The standard BGP does not have ability to use several paths to

 destination. It operates in such a way that it advertises one path

er prefix. Multiple path announcements for a particular prefix can

e announced, but only the most recent is taken into account. In

he scope of a single BGP session, the previous BGP updates re-

ated to the same prefix are overridden by more recent ones. As a

esult, there can be several paths to a particular destination; how-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ver, only one is used for packet transfer. Only one active path be-

ween a pair of ASes exists on the level of the Internet. 

The BGP was first presented in 1989 (RFC 1163). Since then, net-

orks have evolved, and now, we have many more challenges and

ossibilities. One of the challenges is to overcome the restriction

f BGP and provide multipath transmissions on the Internet. One

f the problems is the fact that BGP is a global protocol. For that

atter, each inter-domain transmission is controlled by more than

ne operator, usually by many of them. This means that an opera-

or cannot force multipath transmission on its own. There needs to

e a global agreement/understanding of some sort. This is difficult,

lthough the potential benefits are obvious. 

Firstly, when failures occur, the traffic can be quickly redirected

o alternative path(s) and the network maintains full connectiv-

ty. Secondly, the operator has the opportunity to simultaneously

se two or more paths between given endpoints in the network,

hereby increasing throughput between those points and avoiding

etwork congestions. Further, as there are different performance

equirements for particular services on the Internet (e.g., low-delay

ommunication for Voice over IP (VoIP), high throughput available

or delay-tolerant applications), traffic can be forwarded via differ-

nt paths leading to the same AS based on the estimated quality

arameters, improving the overall user experience. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.08.028
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comnet.2016.08.028&domain=pdf
mailto:robert.wojcik@kt.agh.edu.pl
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.08.028
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Another problem related to inter-domain multipath routing, is

in fact the same one that haunted the source routing mechanism.

Operators are reluctant to disclose information about their net-

works over those that are necessary for assuring basic connectivity.

In other words, any mechanism that requires knowledge of neigh-

bouring ASes structure is likely to be rejected. 

In [1] , we have presented, compared and contrasted the most

recognised solutions to providing multipath transmissions inside a

domain. These solutions could be implemented by a single oper-

ator independently. This means that many of them could be used

at once on the Internet. In this survey, we focus on interdomain

multipath providing solutions. They differ in the fact that many

operators need to implement the same solution for it to provide

benefits. 

The mentioned potential benefits attract attention to multipath

solutions. In the absence of a global multipath solution, a Multi-

path TCP (MPTCP) [2] protocol was developed to provide similar

functionality. MPTCP is a transport layer protocol and is, there-

fore, almost independent on the network routing which restricts

its functionality. Much more can be achieved when network traf-

fic control cooperates with the user. We presented and compared

MPTCP in [1] , therefore, in this survey we did not include it. 

The concept of multipath is not new. Over the years, it was in-

vestigated heavily for wireless networks, where multipath trans-

missions take also another meaning associated with diverse phys-

ical signal transmission paths. Many surveys exist on that matter,

for example [3] , or [4] . For fixed networks, an interesting read is

[5] . There the authors took a top-down approach and reviewed

various multipath protocols, from various layers and operating at

different parts of the Internet. They also described mathematical

foundations of the multipath operation. The solutions presented

therein are mostly intra-domain; however inter-domain are also

there. 

An interesting survey is [6] in which multipath solutions are

presented from the perspective of congestion control mechanisms.

The survey shows congestion control solutions for multipath trans-

port protocols and discusses the multipath congestion control de-

sign in order to address the need for some desirable properties

including TCP-friendliness, load-balancing, stability and Pareto-

optimality. In this survey, we focus on inter-domain multipath so-

lutions and their functionality. 

The survey is divided into five parts. Part I introduces the reader

to all of the surveyed mechanisms and is designed to cover the

most important aspects of each mechanism, including its key ideas,

timeframe of development, importance and market availability.

Parts II, III and IV cover the technical aspects of each mechanism,

starting from the most significant (available and implemented in

current devices) (Part II), going through mechanisms which at-

tracted some attention from researchers yet did not go into the

implementation phase, (Part III), and finishing with mechanisms

that are definitively interesting, but their development stopped af-

ter one or two research papers (Part IV). After coherent presenta-

tion of each approach, in Part V they are compared, contrasted and

subjectively assessed. The comparison criteria include: signalling

overhead, mechanism complexity, time scale of operation, provided

routing type, path choice entities or path setup procedure. Part

V also presents our view of the future of interdomain multipath

routing development, including the drive to find an optimal mech-

anism. 

The goal of the survey is that after initial mechanism descrip-

tion in Part I, readers can directly jump to those approaches they

find interesting, skipping the ones that are of marginal importance,

before reaching comparisons and conclusions. This way, although

the survey is long, readers can quickly find the information they

seek. 
a

Part I First look 

. Timeline 

Fig. 1 shows all the architectures in one timescale. The graphs

arks years in which a respective mechanism was developed,

hich is measured by publications. Readers can form their opin-

on on the maturity of the mechanism judging by the amount of

esearch conducted upon a solution. The graph also shows mar-

et availability, which means that the solution is implemented in

vailable equipment and ready to be used. 

Out of all presented approaches, four are available commer-

ially. They are: Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GM-

LS), BGP Add-Paths, Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) and Seg-

ent Routing. 

GMPLS is a complex and multipurpose control plane solution,

ased on the previous MPLS proposal, extended beyond packet-

ased to Time Division Multiplexing, wavelength- and fiber-based

ases. Since its first inception in 2001, the proposal then stabilized

n 2004 [7] , then was officially updated in [8] . GMPLS framework

s systematically developed and improved. Equipment vendors of-

er GMPLS-based equipment assuming it to be the indication

f technological advancement (e.g., Cisco ASR 90 0 0, Huawei

SN680 0, OSN980 0 0, Alcatel-Lucent 7950 Extensible Routing Sys-

em, XRS, etc.) and also software novelty, e.g., GMPLS software of-

ered by MARBEN company [9] . 

The BPG Add-Paths extensions has been a subject of modest re-

earch interest. However, it is already implemented in many oper-

ting systems and it is a subject of many RFCs, created with signif-

cant industrial backing. The first draft appeared in May 2002 [10] .

n December 2008, the draft is taken over by IETF. Until today, it is

requently updated. In 2010, BGP Add-Paths was implemented by

isco in their devices. 

LISP has been specified by the still-active IETF working group

isp-wg . The first RFC [11] was released in 2013. Since then, an ad-

itional eight RFCs have been published, and there are a few ac-

ive internet-drafts. LISP is currently a mature solution. Research

n LISP multipath capabilities is still of interest. A few implemen-

ations of LISP currently exist. There is an open source implemen-

ation called OpenLISP [12–14] . Another open source implementa-

ion is LISPmob, recently re-branded as Open Overlay Router (OOR)

15] . This is a LISP and LISP Mobile Node implementation for Linux,

ndroid and OpenWrt [16] . This implementation is partially sup-

orted by Cisco which, in turn, offers a LISP implementation in

ome of their products offered commercially [17] . 

Segment Routing (SR) seems to have enormous potential to be

n important asset of future networks. SR allows the use of a cen-

ralized controller to select a path for a given flow of packets (simi-

arly to Software-Defined Networks, SDN). The open source SR pro-

otype network using SDN OpenFlow and bare-metal hardware was

ounded by [18] . SR is backed by important vendors, e.g., Cisco Sys-

ems, Juniper and Alcatel-Lucent, among others. The standardiza-

ion process of the SR is quite vivid; however, still the only pub-

ished documents are drafts. It seems that there is strong interest

n development of SR. 

Out of all other presented approaches, some attracted more at-

ention and were evaluated more than others. 

A New Internet Routing Architecture (NIRA) was proposed in

003 [19] and evaluated by its inventor in 2007 [20] . NIRA and

ome of its parts have drawn the attention of researchers, and as a

esult two publications describing its architecture were cited more

han 300 times altogether. Unfortunately, NIRA has not attracted

uch interest from vendors. Platypus did not develop with com-

ercial implementation. Its research interest is currently marginal,

lthough several papers appeared. 
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Fig. 1. Inter-domain multipath routing solutions: development history. Bars indicate times of publications on the subject. (A) indicates market availability. 
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SelecTive Announcement Multi-Process (STAMP), first proposed

n 2008, drew attraction from other researchers. However, after

ome interest in the first years after publishing the first text on

his mechanism, it is currently regarded as a non-attractive mech-

nism, which is why it has not been implemented or developed.

isjoint Interdomain Multipath Routing (DIMR) is a recently pro-

osed solution which enhances a widely known solution - Path

iversity Aware interdomain Routing. Being still a relatively new

roposal, DIMR is a promising algorithm, and we believe it may be

mplemented by network device manufacturers in future. 

Other presented approaches, although technically viable and in-

eresting, have not developed over one or two research papers.

hey did not attract enough attention to be considered for real life

mplementation. They are not commercially available, and interest

aded after their publication. 

. Overview and key features 

Table 1 presents the concepts of all the surveyed architectures.

n three or four sentences, the idea of the proposal is highlighted.

his allows to get an idea on how the respective approach achieves

ultipath transmissions. 

Table 2 shows what is required for each of the presented mech-

nisms to work. It can be the BGP protocol adaptation, packet

ncapsulation, packet marking/tagging or any other modifications,

nd finally, external signalling. Some solutions require more than
ne from the list. This table points out the direction a respective

echanism ventures into. 

GMPLS is a flexible, open, multi-domain and multi-

echnological control plane concept which supports all needs,

urrent and future. There is a promise, expressed in [7] to con-

ider extensions for inter-domain routing using BGP but no further

nformation is provided, even in [21] , dedicated to multi-domain

nd multi-layer networks. GMPLS, being a direct successor to

PLS, uses packet labelling (form of encapsulation) and external

ignalling protocols, such as e.g., RSVP-TE. 

BGP Add-Paths is a BGP protocol extension. It introduces new

ype of message exchanged between BGP peers. Traffic packets are

ot modified or encapsulated. BGP Add-Paths does not require ad-

itional signalling, however, both peers must support it in order to

e able to exchange additional paths. 

Communicating end-hosts uses their IP identifiers as source and

estination addresses but, at the border LISP router, packets are

ncapsulated and sent in the core network using related locator IP

ddresses as a source and destination. A legacy routing protocol,

.g., BGP is used to route the packet in the core network. LISP uses

 signalling protocol to exchange identifier-to-locator mappings. 

In the Segment Routing, a node selects a path and encodes the

ath into a packet header as an ordered list of segments. A path

ay be denoted in a packet as a stack of MPLS labels or by IPv6

ddresses. Taking into account strong focus on the MPLS in the

ETF, SR charter as well as it’s support for traffic engineering, it
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Table 1 

Overview of inter-domain multipath solutions. 

GMPLS – provides a key control plane concept allowing for introduction of switching, reliability, traffic grooming and engineering in multiprotocol 

network 

– supports on-demand establishment of end-to-end engineered paths (connections) in multi-domain and multi-technological networks 

– provides universal UNI with flexibly defined requirements and goal functions 

BGP Add-Paths – allows the advertisement of multiple paths through the same peering session for the same prefix without the new paths implicitly replacing 

any previous paths 

– is a BGP extension, introduces new message type, so both BGP peers must explicitly support it 

– allows to achieve greater paths diversity, what can enable faster recovery, suppression of oscillations or load balancing 

LISP – decouples locator and identifier roles of IP address 

– enables multiple paths between remote hosts by mapping their identifiers to multiple globally routable locator addresses 

– to take advantage of mutlipath potential: LISP may be used with MPTCP 

– packets sent between end-hosts (identifiers) are encapsulated and sent in the core network using related locator addresses and legacy 

routing protocols (e.g. BGP). 

– signalling protocol is used to exchange identifier-to-locator mappings 

Segment Routing – allows to specify a forwarding path, other than the normal shortest path 

– source means the point at which the explicit route is set 

– the forwarding path may be specified by a node which does not originate data 

NIRA – allows users to choose a sequence of ISP for their traffic 

– groups ASes into two regions: Core and Access 

– end-to-end route is split into up- and down- graphs and represented using source and destination addresses, respectively 

– provides mechanisms for route discovery and monitoring 

PLATYPUS – authenticated source routing 

– uses policy compliance in order to address a problem of routing policy constraints among operators 

– path selection based on external mechanism (not addressed in the article) 

Path Splicing – uses several different routing trees in a network topology to increase the number of possible paths between the source and destination 

nodes 

– forwarding paths may be controlled by end systems using the additional bits in the packet header 

– offers significant advantages in terms of reliability and deployment cost 

STAMP – runs two BGP processes which are able to compute two complementary disjoint routes 

– immediately reacts to failures 

– ensures greater routing stability compared to BGP 

DIMR – simultaneously selected two disjoint paths 

– prevents packet losses in case of failures 

– involved ASes must use the BGP protocol to exchange information about the prefixes and AS-level paths 

BANANAS – source routing, path is hashed and encoded in a so called PathID 

– in Explicit-Exit Forwading mode multipath transmission is realized by choosing dedicated exit ASBR for specified traffic aggregate 

(per-packet, per-flow, per-prefix, etc.) 

– in Explicit AS-Path Forwarding mode forwarding realized on arbitrary selected and validated AS-path 

WRAP – source routing based on the Loose Source and Record Route (LSRR) approach specifying end-to-end domain-level path 

– each edge router computes at least two different AS-paths to each reachable AS 

– path computation can be based on measurements of QoS parameters 

Routing deflections – packets are tagged 

– tags indicate which router must deflect the packet from its original path 

– after deflection, the packet is forwarded normally 

MIRO – stands between source-controlled and network-controlled routing 

– operators can create tunnels which form alternative paths 

– created tunnels are advertised and available for end-users to choose from 

Pathlet Routing – vnode - represents an entire AS, part of a network or a node 

– pathlet - a sequence of vnodes along which the originating node is willing to route 

YAMR – a set of alternate paths are computed 

– limits signalling traffic after failure 

– computing many paths results in higher control plane messaging overheads than BGP 

AMIR – obtains the primary path to a destination from the local BGP route table 

– alternative paths are determined based on the information from other Autonomous Systems 

– additional paths may be introduced through the negotiation process 

– relies on different signalling methods (custom packet header, external signalling) 

BGP-XM – a few paths to the same destination can be used concurrently, they can traverse different ASes, they can have different length 

– the mechanism exploits standard BGP procedures but the path selection algorithm is used in a new way 

– the mechanism exploits mainly features of AS_PATH (BGP atribute) represented in a form of AS_SET 
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seems that an MPLS label is a primary candidate to denote the

path. As a result, SR is included to packet encapsulation solutions. 

Since NIRA represents end-to-end route using source and desti-

nation addresses that are usually present in packet, neither packet

modification nor encapsulation are needed. Nevertheless, in order

to make communication possible, NIRA requires additional exter-

nal signalling for discovering routes between end hosts, tracking

changes and monitoring their availability. 
Platypus combines authenticated source routing with the con-

ept of network capabilities . It uses policy compliance in order to

ddress a problem of routing policy constraints among operators.

n Platypus path selection is based on an external mechanism. 

Path Splicing is based on an idea that several different routing

rees in a network topology can be combined to increase the num-

er of possible paths between the source and destination nodes.

raffic may switch trees at any node on the way to the destination
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Table 2 

Key features comparison. 

Mechanism BGP adaptation Packet encapsulation Packet modification External signalling 

Available mechanisms 

1 GMPLS � � 

2 BGP Add-Paths � 

3 LISP � � 

4 Segment Routing � � 

Moderate research interest 

5 NIRA � 

6 Platypus � 

7 Path Splicing � 

8 STAMP � � 

9 DIMR � � 

Marginal research interest 

10 BANANAS � � 

11 WRAP � 

12 Routing deflections � 

13 MIRO � � 

14 Pathlet Routing � � 

15 YAMR � � 

16 AMIR � � 

17 BGP-XM � 
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ode, and this process may be controlled by end systems using

he additional bits in the packet header. The authors have shown

hat the proposed routing primitive provides a near-optimal relia-

ility (compared to that of the underlying physical network graph),

oth in intradomain and interdomain scenarios. Furthermore, the

olution can be deployed in the existing network in such a way

hat avoids modifications of the original BGP message format, and

hich does not rely on additional routing messages. 

In STAMP and DIMR, the BGP processes are modified. It is nec-

ssary to send some more date than in original messages. Addi-

ional signalling is not necessary. 

BANANAS is a framework based on source routing in which the

ath is hashed and encoded in a so called PathID . Therefore, packet

odification is required. Similarly to STAMP and DIMR, the adap-

ation of BGP is also required for the BANANAS framework to op-

rate. 

WRAP is based on the Loose Source and Record Route (LSRR)

pproach specifying end-to-end domain-level path (another mech-

nism implementing source routing). In WRAP each edge router

omputes at least two different AS-paths to each reachable AS. As

n standard source routing approach, the router is stored within

he packets, therefore, packet modification is necessary. 

In Routing Deflections, the end user specifies which router

long the path should perform the deflection. The indication is sig-

alled by inserting or modifying existing information carried in the

acket header. 

MIRO and Pathlet Routing operate based on external signalling

oupled with the adaptation of the BGP protocol. Changes in BGP

re necessary to force finding alternative paths, whereas additional

ignalling is used to inform the network which paths are to be

sed for each transmission. 

YAMR uses BGP messages to select paths. Although the whole

rocess is new, the exchanged messages are not modified. Instead,

ew signalling protocol is necessary for implementation. 

AMIR represents an alternative way of routing which leverages

n extended cooperation between adjacent ASes on the Internet to

ollect more information about the AS-level network topology and

onstruct multiple paths between the source and destination AS.

ignalling is based on a custom packet header and external control

hannels. Alternative paths are determined based on information

rom AS which are located on the main path for a given relation,

hile the primary path is obtained from the local BGP route table.
 [
he capability of AMIR to introduce new paths through the nego-

iation process is considered as an important feature which is not

resent in other solutions like YAMR and Path Splicing. 

The BGP-XM does not need any change in a format of ex-

hanged BGP information. Only routers working with BGP-XM re-

uire new interpretation of the standard BGP information. There

re defined new criteria for selection of routes which are placed in

 routing table. A few BGP routes to the same destination can be

sed in the same time. 

Part II Commercially available mechanisms 

. Generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS) 

GMPLS [7] is a complex and universal switching concept based

n flexible usage of labels in different networking environments.

MPLS is a natural extension of MPLS [22] towards multiple net-

orking solutions: TDM-, packet-, wavelength- and fiber- aware in-

erfaces (environments). 

GMPLS proposes a unified control plane for heterogeneous net-

orking, offering topology discovery, resource provisioning, and

onnection establishment and release, supplemented by manage-

ent functions. GMPLS is a unique solution; since it integrates

imultaneously/offers multi-domain and multi-layer integration of 

witching capabilities, it scales horizontally and vertically [21] . As

 connection-oriented solution with a plethora of functions, GM-

LS is promoted by telecom operators and serves to control multi-

omain and multi-service networks. 

Three main protocol-components of GMPLS are: 

• RSVP-TE (Resource Reservation Protocol with Traffic Engineer-

ing) signalling protocol [23] , 

• CR-LDP (Constraint-based Routing Label Distribution Protocol) 

[24,25] . 

• LMP (Link Management Protocol) [26] . 

nd additional components are OSPF-TE (Open Shortest Path First

ith Traffic Engineering) routing protocol [27] , and IS-IS (Interme-

iate System to Intermediate System) [28] . From the above list of

ain components of GMPLS the complexity and flexibility of this

ramework can be seen. 

Using signalling in GMPLS it is possible to transfer and require

7] : 
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• Parameters for established label-switched path (LSP), such as

required bandwidth, type of signal, 

• And special features or functions, such as the desired protection

and/or restoration method, as well as specific settings, e.g, the

reserved position in a particular multiplex. 

Generally, GMPLS is a very complex and also intentionally open

framework. GMPLS was proposed, and its further development is

stimulated, by telco operators, demanding a flexible, optimized and

universal control plane for connection-oriented, multi-technology

and multi-service solutions. Simultaneously, being open for recent

advances, GMPLS incorporates major advancements done for IP

networks, such as RSVP-TE, OSPF, TE, BGP, etc. 

4.1. Path setup in GMPLS 

Since the path in GMPLS is set up in response to a request sent

by the user via user-network interface (UNI), it is the responsibil-

ity of the user to establish more than one path simultaneously. The

traffic sent to paths can be differentiated. Another option is to es-

tablish a new path when a situation such as path overload or fail-

ure occurs. 

The format of the path setup request depends on the type of

LSP: for Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), Lambda-Switch Capable

(LSC) or Fiber-Switch Capable (FSC) types, it is done by sending a

PATH/Label Request message directed to the destination, with Gen-

eralized Label Request defining the path type (relevant technology

layer), payload type and an Explicit Route Object (ERO), if available.

Thanks to extended traffic engineering mechanisms, and also

protection and restoration features, GMPLS enables recovery from

congestion and failure situations. What is more, GMPLS is a nat-

ural enhancement of the MPLS concept - the latter already solves

multipath transmission for improving resiliency and performance

issues. 

GMPLS inherits two important features from MPL S: L SP modifi-

cation (changing some LSP parameters without changing the route)

and LSP re-routing (setting up a new path and then disconnect-

ing the previous one, without interruption of traffic transmission).

These features help to modify LSP’s parameters and to enhance

transmission performance even in unexpected situations. 

From the above list of signalling options, it may be expected

that GMPLS covers different requirements for path setup. Path

setup is initiated by Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) assign-

ment, thus the outcome of traffic classification is responsible for

precise definition of route demand. There are different options for

choosing a route for the path: 

• Strict (all nodes for the route are specified) or loose (not all

nodes are specified the route between subsequent hops are

chosen using available routing protocol with available routing

tables), 

• Explicit (whole route is specified) or hop-by-hop (the route to-

wards the destination is decided using updated information)

routing, 

Another useful dimension is the usage of the available switch-

ing hierarchy in GMPLS and, as a consequence, the hierarchy of in-

terfaces, from Packet Switch Capable, through Layer-2-, then Time

Division Multiplex-, then Lambda- and finally Fiber- Switch Capa-

ble, giving a high level of scalability and flexibility in traffic routing

and grooming. 

4.2. Possible extensions 

GMPLS is designed as an open solution for the control plane,

regardless of the network transport technology being used, and it

can be flexibly used for new purposes and technologies. E.g., in the
ase of the necessity to implement a flexible control plane for a

ovel concept, such as OBS (Optical Burst Switching) the solution

f choice can be precisely GMPLS. 

. Advertisement of multiple paths in BGP (add-Paths 

xtension) 

The base BGP standard allows selection and advertisement of

nly one (the best) path for any prefix in a single BGP session.

dvertisement of an additional route for the same prefix results

n replacement of the existing route entry with the new one. This

echanism is known as implicit withdraw . 

This constraint renders multipath interdomain routing hard to

chieve. The BGP standard, however, defines a mechanism of ex-

ensions, which can extend or modify the base protocol. Extensions

sed in each BGP session are subject of negotiation between peers

uring session establishment. A BGP extension Add-Paths [29] has

een proposed in order to facilitate multipath interdomain rout-

ng. It allows advertisement of multiple paths for the same ad-

ress prefix, without the new paths implicitly replacing any pre-

ious ones. Although this extension have not gone through the

omplete standardization process yet, it is already implemented in

any networking operating systems and some open source routing

aemons. These include operating systems of Cisco, Juniper and

lcatel-Lucent, as well as in some open source routing daemons,

uch as BIRD or Quagga. Analysis and comparison of these imple-

entations was a subject of an IETF report draft [30] . 

The essence of the extension is that each path is identified by

 path identifier in addition to the address prefix. Path identifier is

 32-bit long opaque value, which is advertised along with route.

ombination of path identifier and address prefix is used to iden-

ify routes unambiguously. Path identifier is assigned locally by

ach peer. Its only purpose is to uniquely identify a path adver-

ised to a neighbor. It should not carry any additional semantics. 

The Add-Paths extension defines how additional paths should

e advertised to peers. It does not, however, specify how these ad-

ertised paths should be selected from the set of available paths

this is left to the implementations. Several possible selection

odes have been proposed and analyzed [31] . An IETF Internet

raft [32] provides recommendations to implementers how Add-

aths capability should be implemented and which of these modes

hould be available, depending on the target application. 

There are many envisioned applications of the Add-Paths ex-

ension. First, it should allow fast connectivity restoration [33] . If

 router has a backup path, it can directly select that path as best

pon failure of the primary path, without the need of waiting for

GP protocol to re-converge. The next application is load balancing.

hen multiple paths are available, traffic can be directed on all

hese paths simultaneously. The Add-Paths extension can be also

 valuable tool in helping to churn reduction and suppression of

oute oscillation [34] . 

The first drawback of Add-Paths is that, in order to make use

f it, both peers must support it and have it turned on. This dis-

inguish it from BGP-XM, which can be used also when peer does

ot support it. The second drawback of the Add-Paths extension is

hat all additional routes needs to be stored in the routing table. As

he routing table size is already a problem for many operators, this

rawback can significantly reduce deployment of this extension. 

. Locator/ID separation protocol (LISP) 

LISP [11] represents a group of solutions enabling a separation

f two typically combined functions of IP address: localization -

amely the topological information of host location - and the iden-

ification of the host. The main motivations of LISP encompassed
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Fig. 2. Possible paths between stub ASes using LISP. 

Fig. 3. Example of concurrent multipath transferring using MPTCP and LISP. 
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ddressing scalability problems in Internet routing architecture, de-

reasing the number of prefixes announced in the Internet, de-

reasing size of BGP routing tables in the core, and, minimizing the

umber of routing updates. Although a support for multipath was

ot among the design goals of LISP its features enables realization

f multipath transmissions. 

LISP disassociates the locator and identity functions of an IP ad-

ress as follows. Hosts located in a stub network obtain Endpoint

dentifiers (EIDs). EID is a normal IP address. The host EID can

e obtained by a normal DNS query. EIDs are has a local mean-

ng and are used to route packets within stub network (e.g. us-

ng interior routing protocol). EIDs are not used for routing pack-

ts through core networks. Instead, Routing Locators (RLOCs), as-

igned to stub network border routers are used. The EID address

s mapped to one or more RLOCs. Remote end hosts use EIDs

s source and destination addresses for packets. When a packet

eaches a LISP router the mapping service lookups for a destination

LOC for a given destination EID. Then the packet is encapsulated

nd routed through the network using IP addresses representing

ource and destination RLOCs, i.e., addresses of border routers of

omains where two communicating end hosts are located. Pack-

ts are routed in the core network using a path determined by the

nderlying routing protocol, i.e., BGP. In fact, the path found is the

hortest path found using some BGP metrics, and LISP had no in-

uence on the path selection. Then, a packet is decapsulated at the

order router of a destination stub network, and afterwards sent to

he destination host using its EID. 

The LISP mapping system uses a dedicated signalling protocol

nd a global distributed database that contains EID-Prefix-to-RLOC

appings. In the case of a multi-homed network, an EID prefix

ight be mapped to more than one RLOC. Each RLOC is assigned

 priority and weight . Typically, the priority value indicates which

LOC is most prefered while the weight parameter indicates how

o load-balance the traffic between RLOCs of equal priority . Assum-

ng that a domain in which flows originate is aware of multiple

ocators of a destination EID, it may select different locators for

ifferent source-destination EID pairs. Traffic may also be balanced
y sending flows destined at the same EID by using different loca-

ors for different flows. 

Using LISP, multiple paths between two remote domains are

ossible if at least one of them is multi-homed. Fig. 2 presents a

et of interdomain paths that may potentially be used between two

emote domains: domain S serving as a traffic source and domain

 in which host receiving the traffic is located. EIDs in D might

e mapped to a single or two locators simultaneously, RLOC 1 d and

LOC 2 d . The Internet Service Provider (ISP) may elastically divide a

ool of identifiers into groups mapped to different locators. This

apping might be changed if needed. Such an approach is much

ore flexible than defining strict assignment of address prefixes

o border router interfaces. Assuming that a given identifier (e.g.,

ID d ) is mapped to both RLOCs, and this mapping is announced

ia a LISP mapping system, the sender side may see and use two

aths to the destination simultaneously. Domain S is also assumed

o be multi-homed. Using internal routing policy, the ISP operat-

ng domain S may decide through which border router the traf-

c from EID s and targeted at EID d is sent. Therefore, considering

 given source-destination pair ( EID s , EID d ) four different interdo-

ain paths may be used. 

Multiple paths between two communicating stub LISP enabled

utonomous systems may exist on the condition that at least one

f them is multi-homed. The path through the core network for

 given source-destination RLOCs pair is selected by BGP indepen-

ently from LISP. Therefore, it is not possible to predict if those

aths are fully disjoint. In practice, only the first and the last hop

f the path can be chosen. 

One example of practical exploitation of the potential of LISP

o create multiple paths between two end-host is a combination

ith MPTCP protocol [35–37] . The idea is presented in Fig. 3 . Using

PTCP the flow from EID s to EID d is split into two subflows (either

osts should support MPTCP or an MPTCP proxy [38,39] must be

sed). There are two possible approaches to realize such commu-

ication (here we assume that both hosts supports MPTCP): 
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1. The destination end host has two identifiers assigned, e.g., EID 

1 
d 

and EID 

2 
d 
, and both are known to the source host. Those EIDs

are mapped to different RLOCs, i.e., to RLOC 1 d and RLOC 2 d . The

source host opens two subflows with the following source-

destination address pairs: ( EID s , EID 

1 
d 
) and ( EID s , EID 

2 
d 
). The bor-

der router of AS s obtains mappings to both destination ad-

dresses and encapsulates packets of those subflows into two

different tunnels: ( RLOC 1 s , RLOC 1 d , ( RLOC 1 s , RLOC 2 d ), respec-

tively. 

2. The destination end host has a single identifier, EID d . It is

mapped to two RLOCs with equal priority and weight . There-

fore, RLOC 1 s may split the traffic targeted at EID d among two

LISP tunnels. However, the source is not aware of such a possi-

bility; it knows only a single address of the destination. Thus,

to make it possible to split MPTCP subflows among two inter-

domain paths, a communication between MPTCP layer and LISP

is need. This approach was taken in [35–37] . 

Other solutions based on separation of identity and locator are

HIP [40] , Shim6 [41] and ILNP [42] . Their common feature is that

they are all host-based solutions (in contrast to LISP which is net-

work based). The separation of two identity and locator functions

is done at the end-host. The goal of those solutions was to solve

problems with maintaining the connectivity of applications run-

ning on a mobile device when the device roams between IP do-

mains. The host receives a constant identifier that is presented to

upper layer protocols and used by the application. The identifier

is mapped to a locator that is used for routing and may change

depending on which IP domain the host is currently visiting. 

Those solutions can be potentially used for multipath transmis-

sions. Let’s consider mobile device, such as a smartphone, has two

types of network access active at the same time: wifi and LTE. Let

us assume that both connections are provided by different ISPs.

The host identifier may be mapped to two different locators: one

in the wifi network, the other in the LTE network. Then the host

may communicate with the other remote host using two different

paths. For instance, an MPTCP enabled mobile device may coomu-

nicate with remote host (also MPTCP enabled or via remote MPTCP

proxy). One of the practical proposals towards the exploitation of

the multipath potential of host- based identity/locator separation

solutions is mHIP (multipath HIP [43] ). For shim6 based multipath

solution see [44] . Finally, such solutions as HAIR [45] and GLI-Split

[46] might be considered hybrid or multi-level solutions. 

7. Segment routing (SR) 

The Segment Routing (SR) is a relatively new concept in net-

working proposed by Source Packet Routing in the Networking

(SPRING) IETF working group. The main purpose of the SR is to

enable selection and usage of a non-shortest path for a packet. In

a network with the SR a source routing paradigm is reused, but

with the assumption that the term ‘source’ means a node where

the source routing is used. As a result, a source routing may be

used by a node different than the node where a packet was origi-

nated. Contrary to the original source routing concept, the SR does

not have to be implemented in all nodes on a path from given

source to destination. A network operator may use the SR indepen-

dently to other operators. This feature ease the SR implementation.

The aim of source routing usage is to alleviate network virtualiza-

tion including multi-topology routing as well as to enhance im-

plementation of load balancing and traffic engineering. Both strict

and loose source routes can be utilized in the SR network. The

term ‘segment’ is defined as an instruction which is executed in

a node on an incoming packet. An ‘instruction’ in this case means

packet forwarding through a selected interface, or routing of the

packet according to the shortest path, or to deliver the packet to a
iven application or service instance. Therefore, the segment may

e identified with an instruction – for example: convey a packet

o node X or process a packet by module Y. Each segment has an

dentifier (Segment Identifier – SID) and these identifiers are stored

n a segment list. The Segment Routing can be directly applied to

ultiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) architecture. In such a net-

ork a segment is encoded as a label, whereas a list of segments

ay be seen as a the stack of labels. The SR may be also applied

or the IPv6 network. Here, a segment is encoded as an IPv6 exten-

ion header. A stack of labels or an extension IPv6 header defines

he path through which a packet should be transported. The SR

euses the MPLS dataplane without any changes. Moreover, there

s no need for an extra dedicated signalling protocol. However, the

GP based segments require some extensions to the utilised link-

tate routing protocols. The enhancements for these protocols are,

o far, available in draft versions, e.g. [47,48] . For the interdomain

outing protocols some Internet drafts are also published [49] . The

R allows the carrying of data without the usage of cumbersome

abel signalling protocols like Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) or

esource Reservation Protocol (RSVP). 

So far, the main focus is the implementation of the SR in the

PLS network. The following types of segments for Segment Rout-

ng MPLS network are defined: 

• An IGP segment, 

• An LDP LSP segment, 

• An RSVP-TE LSP segment, 

• A BGP LSP segment. 

• A BGP Peering segment, 

The IGP segment may denote an IGP-prefix, an IGP-Node, an

GP-Anycast or an IGP-Adjacency segments. The segments identify

 path, a node, a set of routers or an interface, respectively. The

DP LSP, RSVP-TE and BGP LSP are segments which allow to use a

ath which is different than the shortest one and, in part, selected

nd denoted by LDP, RSVP-TE or BGP. 

From the interdomain multipoint transmission point of view

he most interesting is the BGP Peering segment. If a flow of pack-

ts has to be transported from one autonomous system to another,

hen a list of segments may be specified. The list is used to for-

ard a flow of data within the AS towards an egress node. In such

 case, the BGP Peering Engineering policy may be used to attach

wo segments: the Node Segment ID of the egress node, and the

GP Peering Segment for the selected egress node or peering in-

erface. The following BGP peering segments in [50] are specified: 

• PeerNode SID, 

• PeerAdj SID, 

• PeerSet SID. 

The first segment identifies the node, the second the interface

f a node, and the last one the group of nodes. From a load bal-

ncing point of view, the most important segment is called Peer-

et SID and should allow load balancing among a set of connected

eers. For example, nodes G and H may be selected as a PeerSet

see Fig. 4 ). Selection of a group and the exact definition of load

alancing, i.e., routing policy, is specified by a network operator.

he defined PeerSet ID and BGP peering may enhance utilization of

vailable resources between autonomous systems, since more than

ne path may be concurrently used for data transmission. More-

ver, if there is a failure on a connection within a given PeerSet,

hen the other connection from the set may be used instantly. As a

esult, exchange of information between autonomous systems can

e smoothly restored. It is worth noting that the SR policy em-

loyed in the AS 1 shown in Fig. 4 may steer some packets through

 path other than the best selected by the BGP protocol. For exam-

le, a packet may be sent from user U1 via egress point A rather

han B. Alternatively, the AS 3 may be preferred via node H rather
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Fig. 4. An example of the network with the SR implemented. 
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Fig. 5. Example of the provider-rooted hierarchical addressing in NIRA. 
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han through node G, or the highest priority may be set for the

ath through any node of the PeerSet. The path selection process

n the SR network may be performed in a distributed or central-

zed controller. For example, in Fig. 4 , a centralized controller is

esponsible for path selection. The SR is in the early stages of the

tandardization process. There are no valid standards, merely in-

ernet drafts published by the IETF working group. However, nec-

ssary enhancements in draft versions to the OSPF, IS-IS and MPLS

rotocols are proposed. Similarly, drafts for BGP are published as

ell [49,51] . It is worth to note that the standardization pro-

ess seems to be quite vivid, hence, som standards may be avail-

ble in the near future. Some research papers are also available

52–54] . 

Part III Mechanisms of moderate research interest 

. A New Internet routing architecture (NIRA) 

The main goal of NIRA is to provide end users with the possibil-

ty of choosing the sequence of Internet service providers (domain-

evel routes) a packet traverses. The authors believe that their solu-

ion will foster competition between ISPs, and users will gain from

he improvement of end-to-end performance and reliability as well

s new, enhanced services that will be introduced. However, they

re also aware that it can lead to route oscillation or suboptimal

oute selection. To make the design more tractable, NIRA supports

ser choice only at domain-level rather than router-level. 

The NIRA architecture was first introduced in [19] . Yang pre-

ented it as a viable technical solution covering a broad range of

ssues: (i) deployment feasibility, (ii) efficient route representation,

iii) route discovery, (iv) failure handling, (v) provider compensa-

ion. In [20] , Yang et al. evaluated the design of NIRA using a com-

ination of simulation, network measurements and analysis. 

.1. Design overview 

In the NIRA design AS domains are divided into two regions:

ore and Access . The Core consists of Tier-1 providers which do

ot purchase transit service from other ISPs. The Access region is

 chain of providers between users and Core (called the user’s up-

raph). The customer-provider business relationship is most com-

on in this region, but peer-to-peer can also be present. The

omain-level route is constructed with two up-graphs of sender

nd receiver and it is said to be valley-free . An example route from

1 to U2 is presented in Fig. 5 with bold arrows. 

.2. Route representation scheme 

NIRA splits an end-to-end route into two parts: (i) a sender

art, and (ii) a receiver part. Both parts are represented using ad-

resses; this means that to send and forward packets, routers have
o check not only the destination address, but the source address

s well. It is worth noting that, contrary to source routing, NIRA

upports user choice without expanding packet headers. 

The authors decided to use a provider-rooted addressing

cheme based on IPv6 to encode a route that connects the user

o the Core . In Fig. 5 , an example of address assignment is shown.

S10 in Core has a globally unique address prefix — 1::/16 – and

llocates prefixes 1:1::/32 and 1:2::/32 to its customers AS200

nd AS300 respectively. ASes continue to assign prefixes to their

ustomers until end users are reached. As a result, route AS100-

S200- AS10- AS300- AS400 between U1 and U2 is uniquely repre-

ented with two addresses: 1:1:1::10 0 0 and 1:2:1::20 0 0. This is

 basic example, i.e., without peer-to-peer relationships in the Ac-

ess region, but NIRA architecture also covers such cases. Interested

eaders can find more details in [19] and [20] . 

.3. Route discovery 

In order to bootstrap communication, the sender needs to dis-

over his and the destination’s up-graphs. Then the user can use a

ource and destination address to encode an end-to-end route and

hange routes by changing addresses. 

NIRA provides two mechanisms for route discovery: (i) The

opology Information Propagation Protocol (TIPP) and (ii) The

ame-to-Route Resolution Service (NRRS) to discover sender and

eceiver up-graphs respectively. With the help of TIPP, providers

ropagate to a user his addresses and the routes associated with

hese addresses. Moreover, TIPP informs users if domain-level

opology changes occur. NRRS maps the name of a destination to

he route segment the destination is using. When a user wants to

e reached by others, he has to register his route segments cor-

esponding to addresses obtained from TIPP in NRRS. The user is

lso responsible for updating the entries in NSSR upon reception

f topology change information from TIPP. 

After solving the bootstrap problem and successful transmission

f the first packet, two users can exchange all possible routes they

ave and agree to use one they both like. 

.4. Failure handling 

To use discovered routes successfully, a user has to know

hether they are failure free. The mechanism that provides failure

iscovery consists of a combination of proactive and reactive feed-
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Fig. 6. Platypus header with series of capabilities and its bindings. 
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back. A user is immediately notified about any changes in his up-

graph. Thus, during the communication initiation, the user knows

which of his routes are available. 

In order to reduce the number of TIPP messages users receive,

they are not propagated globally (i.e. the user receives only mes-

sages related to his providers’ domains). As a consequence of this

rule, a user does not know the availability of routes on a destina-

tion’s up-graph. Thus, to discover route failure, a sender node has

to rely on reactive mechanisms such as: (i) a router feedback — a

router in a network has to notify the sender when it notices that

the route specified in the packet header is unavailable; (ii) a time-

out — in cases when the router is overloaded or the route between

router and sender is broken, a sender uses a time-out mechanism

to detect route failure. The former solution provides fast route fail-

over and allows the user to switch to a new route in a period on

the order of a round trip time. In the latter solution, switching

time depends on the time-out value. 

As the reactive notifications can increase the time of connec-

tion initialization, it is advised that users should cache states of

recently used routes and use only ones that are available. In ad-

dition, users or ISPs can employ any mechanism to discover route

availability, such as monitoring routes by sending a probe. 

8.5. Provider compensation 

No technical design will be implemented if there is no practical

payment scheme for service, and if providers cannot benefit from

giving the user the possibility to choose routes, they would not

allow for it. Being aware of that fact, the authors also addressed

this issue. 

It is not feasible to sign a contract with every ISP in the world,

so to make a payment scheme practical, NIRA constrains users to

choose a route only from a set of providers they agree to pay for

by signing bilateral contracts. 

Yang proposed two compensation schemes: (i) Direct Business

Relationships — directly connected ISPs sign the agreement, and

monitor and charge the customer differently based on the routes

he/she uses. Some mechanism of policy checking is required to

prevent usage of illegitimate route fragments; (ii) Indirect Business

Relationships — users are able to sign a contract with non-directly

connected providers. However, in this case, packets coming from

one adjacent domain may come under various transit policies, and

preventing route misuse becomes more complicated. 

9. Platypus 

Platypus [55,56] , is a relatively new approach to enable source

routing. The proposed mechanism combines authenticated source

routing with the concept of network capabilities. Such a solution

can be deployed at both the edge and the core of wide-area net-

works. 

9.1. Design goal 

Platypus, like other source-based routing proposals, is able to

select among multiple paths in order to ensure efficient, flexible

and reliable packet forwarding. However, it addresses a problem

of widely used routing policy constraints among operators which

causes part of the network to be hidden from others. The key chal-

lenge in the use of source routing is the motivation of transit ISPs

for sharing their resources and allowing them to transmit arbitrary

traffic through filtered links. That is why the authors of Platypus

propose a policy compliance . Clear business relations with appro-

priate billing mechanisms are fundamental incentives for the use

of source routing. Due to policy compliance, an intermediary ISP
an authorize a transfer of traffic belonging to others and bill the

ppropriate party. 

.2. Mechanism operations 

The authors assume that many paths exist between the end

oints and that the best path (different from the default) is se-

ected based on an external optimization mechanism (not ad-

ressed in the article). Such a path is a set of hops ( waypoints ) that

re used during traffic forwarding. The specification of each router

n the path is not required. Waypoints have to have routable IP

ddresses. The first Platypus router on the path replaces the des-

ination IP address to the first waypoint address and the source

ddress to its own IP address. The router then inserts an addi-

ional header immediately after the IP header with, among others,

riginal source and destination IP addresses. After this, the Platy-

us header list of so called capabilities is inserted (see Fig. 6 ). This

ist includes the set of waypoints. When the Platypus packet ar-

ives at the second Platypus router (second waypoint), it replaces

he destination IP address with the next from the capability list,

nd replaces the source address with its own IP address. Addition-

lly, the pointer to the next waypoint inside the Platypus header

s changed. This process is continued until the packet reaches the

ast router on the path. The final Platypus-enabled router replaces

oth IP addresses, source and destination with the original in ac-

ordance with the Platypus header, and removes the additional

eader. As can be observed, it is not required that all routers on

he path support the discussed mechanism. It is worth mentioning

hat replacing the source IP address allows for the preservation of

ocal routing policies. 

As well as the original source and final destination addresses,

he Platypus header also comprises the version and flags field, ca-

ability list length, capability list pointer, and encapsulated proto-

ol field (taken from original IP header and replaced with a Platy-

us specified number, used to facilitate de-encapsulation). The pro-

ocol field from the IP header is used to recognize Platypus pack-

ts. Also, the particular capability is more complicated. As well as

he waypoint, it contains a resource principal — an entity willing to

e charged – and binding — a stamp used for authorization. Since

t is easy to eavesdrop Platypus packets and forward attacker traf-

c through a given waypoint, meaning that the indicated resource

rincipal will be billed, bindings are used. When a Platypus packet

rrives at a given waypoint, it validates it using capability calcu-

ated as a function of a packet content known only to the capabil-

ty owner. 

.3. Discussion 

The proposed mechanism has some disadvantages. Firstly, it

imits available payload size in a packet due to inserting an ad-

itional header immediately after the IP header. After the Platy-

us header, a list of capabilities and its bindings is inserted. This

ist strongly depends on the number of hops between end users.

oreover, the authors do not propose any mechanism for wide

rea route discovery. It can be hard to determine all existing paths

etween given parties due to, e.g., prefix filtering and policy con-

traints. Additionally, charging of other ISPs is not an easy process;

lear definition of business relationships is required. Finally, selec-

ion of the best path from the path set is not addressed. 
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Fig. 7. Splicing bits embedded in the packet header. 
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0. Path splicing 

Path Splicing is a routing technique introduced in [57] . It is

ased on an idea that several different routing trees (called splices )

n a network topology can be combined to increase the number

f possible paths between the source and destination nodes. Traf-

c may switch trees at any node on the way to the destination

ode, and this process may be controlled by end systems using

he additional bits in the packet header. The authors have shown

hat the proposed routing primitive provides a near-optimal relia-

ility (compared to that of the underlying physical network graph),

oth in intradomain and interdomain scenarios. In this section, we

riefly discuss the applicability of the proposed technique to the

nterdomain routing case. 

0.1. Interdomain path splicing 

The authors propose a way to deploy path splicing in the exist-

ng network that avoids modifications of the original BGP message

ormat and which does not rely on additional routing messages. In-

tead, BGP routers are reprogrammed to exchange the best k routes

orresponding to each destination, considering the fact that back-

one routers usually maintain several sessions with neighbours,

nd consequently learn multiple alternative routes. Then, at each

op on a path, one of k possible routes is selected based on the

plicing bits which are embedded in the header of each packet for-

arded through the network. This approach contrasts with MIRO

 Section 16 ), as it does not rely on the control plane with regard to

he discovery of alternative routes. Fig. 7 shows the general splic-

ng bits embedding scheme, as proposed in [57] . 

The additional segment in the packet header contains the fol-

owing two main parts: 

• BGP splicing bits — for each Autonomous System (AS), the

ingress and egress nodes are considered separately, and both

nodes make their routing decisions individually based on the

corresponding sections with splicing bits (for instance, in Fig. 7 ,

the Next-hop AS field for AS 2 is analysed by the ingress node

of this AS, whereas the Egress field — by the egress node of the

same AS); in addition, there is an additional Policy field which

determines whether the packet should be forwarded through a

peer or customer AS; 

• IGP splicing bits — this field may be reused while traversing

different Autonomous Systems along a path, and its content de-

termines the internal route in the related AS. 

The authors have identified the following issues which might

rise in the network after the deployment of the proposed routing

rimitive: 

• interdomain forwarding loops — as traffic flows may be

switched between different network trees, a mechanism is

needed that will prevent forwarding loops on an interdomain

level; 

• AS-level forwarding consistency — the actual forwarding path

between Autonomous Systems may differ from the advertised
AS path. e  
At the same time, the authors have shown that both prob-

ems can be solved without having to introduce substantial modi-

cations to network routers. Furthermore, they have demonstrated

hat the proposed technique offers significant advantages in terms

f reliability and deployment cost. An additional evaluation cover-

ng the selected performance- and security-related aspects of path

plicing in the case of two real network topologies is presented in

58] . 

1. Selective announcement multi-Process routing protocol 

STAMP) 

STAMP was first proposed in [59] . The main assumption of this

roposal is to run two BGP processes which are able to compute

wo complementary routes. Each process is a slightly modified BGP

rocess, in which the path is selected as in the standard BGP. Only

wo new path attributes are added to the BGP messages. One of

hem is responsible for coordination of the process in an AS, and

he second one determines which path should be used. In case of

ny failure or other instability in the network, working paths to

estination nodes remain available. After an unpredicted event in

he network, it may take as much as 30 minutes until BGP con-

erges. During this time period, transient loops may occur. 

The STAMP protocol improves reliability of interdomain rout-

ng. When one path fails, another one (computed based on an-

ther process of BGP) can be used immediately. The complemen-

ary paths are computed in such a way that they are not affected

y the same set of routing events in the AS. 

In STAMP, one of the parallel BGP processes is designated red

nd the other blue . Disjointness between red and blue paths means

hat the same AS nodes are not in both paths (except source and

estination). This ensures that paths are not affected by the same

et of events. The functionality of the STAMP can be realized by

sing distinct TCP ports or by handling two routing instances to

ifferentiate processes. To compute red and blue paths, it is as-

umed that selective routing announcements are propagated to a

onstrained number of ASes. This means that blue announcements

re propagated along one set of providers and red ones are prop-

gated along a disjoint set of providers. The method for selecting

roviders for blue and red processes may be chosen in many ways.

he authors of [59] propose the use of priorities. For example,

hen we have multi-homed AS (AS with many providers), such an

S may choose one provider (blue) to which it announces all pre-

xes through its blue process only. Other providers are announced

hrough the red process. This ensures that each AS can be reached

hrough both paths (red or blue) associated with different last hop

roviders. The authors of [59] also propose the use of a BGP path

ttribute Lock to sign blue announcements. When a provider re-

eives an announcement with Lock set to 1, it is obliged to propa-

ate it further to the next provider with the same attribute and to

ropagate other announcements (red) to other providers with Lock

et to 0. This ensures that paths of both colours to all prefixes are

lways established. 

Each STAMP routing process is safe as long as BGP is safe. The

xperimental evaluation described in [59] confirms that STAMP
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Fig. 8. Example of paths between two ASes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Example of DIMR operation. 
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ensures greater routing stability compared to BGP. STAMP is less

complex than some other modifications of BGP, e.g., when route

cause information is used in routing updates, and guarantees sim-

ilar improvements for failure scenarios. 

12. Disjoint interdomain multipath routing (DIMR) 

The DIMR algorithm for multipath interdomain routing was

proposed in [60] . The aim of this proposal is to find two disjoint

paths between two ASes. The main assumption is that both paths

are selected simultaneously. For example, if we look at Fig. 8 , we

can see that if the primary path is selected first (red in the figure)

it is impossible to find the second disjoint path between nodes AS1

and AS6. However, if both paths are selected at the same time it is

possible to choose disjoint paths (green in the figure). 

DIMR can be considered as an advanced version of the Path

Diversity Aware interdomain Routing (PDAR) algorithm. PDAR is

a mechanism which allows for multipath inter-domain routing

which prevents packet losses in case of failures. The authors of

[61] propose to use two routing protocols to implement PDAR: 

• Path Diversity-aware interdomain Routing (D-BGP) 

• Bloom Filter-based D-BGP (B-BGP) 

D-BGP allows a router to advertise the most disjoint alterna-

tive path and the best path. B-BGP, by implementing Bloom Filters,

makes it possible to obtain a more scalable and practical solution.

Bloom Filters compress the path lists originally used in D-BGP. As

a result, the best paths and the alternative paths are compressed

in an array of m bits which allows to limit memory usage. 

The main assumption of PDAR is the possibility of advertising

the most disjoint path and the best path to the same destination.

This improves network reliability in case of failure. Moreover, infor-

mation about failure is propagated along with PDAR messages and

informs about failure location. When a link fails, the routers con-

nected to that link send routing update information to all routers

along each impacted path. This mechanism is called Root Cause

Notification (RCN) and ensures that all invalid paths are removed

quickly and traffic is rerouted to the alternative paths. 

The simulation results presented in [61] confirm that the con-

vergence delay of the D-BGP and B-BGP is reduced by 60% in com-

parison to BGP. Moreover, while more routing updates are gener-

ated due to the alternative paths, in case of failure the signalling is

reduced. 

In DIMR, paths are selected at the same time and, unlike in

PDAR, have to be completely disjoint. The operation of the algo-

rithm is based on defining circles composed of ASes in the net-

work. Other Ases are informed about existing circles, and as a re-

sult can select disjoint paths to other ASes. An example of DIMR

operation, which assumes to find disjoint paths between nodes

AS1 and AS6, is presented in Fig. 9 . 

First, AS1 announces (1) to ASes AS2 and AS3. ASes 2 and 3

know paths to AS1 but cannot find two disjoint paths to this AS.
herefore they announce known paths to AS4 (from AS2 and AS3)

nd to AS5 (from AS3). Now, AS4 is able to set up two disjoint

aths to AS1 and is aware of the existence of the green circle. This

S is responsible for informing ASes 1, 2 and 3 about the green cir-

le. Next, AS4 informs AS6 about paths (4, 2, 1) and (4, 3, 1), and

S5 informs AS6 about path (5, 3, 1). As a result, AS6 becomes

ware of the blue circle and informs ASes 3, 4, and 5 about it. Fi-

ally, AS6 is able to set up two disjoint paths to AS1: (6, 4, 2, 1)

nd (6, 5, 3, 1). Moreover, all ASes in the network are able to set

p two separate paths to any other AS in the network. 

2.1. Implementation requirements 

To deploy DIMR in a network, the involved ASes must use the

GP protocol to exchange information about the prefixes and AS-

evel paths. Further, DIMR introduces the following requirements: 

• All related forwarding tables must contain two additional fields:

Index and Next Index ; these fields are used to distinguish alter-

native paths from each other and to indicate the preferred AS

path at the Next Hop AS; 

• The packet header must contain the Index field, which is used

by the Next Hop AS to select the proper path; 

• The BGP update message must contain the Index field to distin-

guish alternative paths from each other; 

• The involved routers must support the DIMR protocol. 

Policy in DIMR is implemented with the aid of export filters. 

The simulation results presented in [60] show that DIMR out-

erforms PDAR when considering convergence delay. Moreover, the

verage length of paths is lower in DIMR and far more disjoint

aths were set up. The difference between both algorithms is small

hen we compare the number of control messages sent when

outing changes. This means that the overhead of DIMR is com-

arable to PDAR. The proposed mechanism remains relatively sim-

le, but at the same time it introduces nonstandard modifications

o the operation of BGP (together with the forwarding subsystem)

nd requires that the firmware of the existing routers must be

odified to support DIMR. 

Part IV Mechanisms of marginal research interest 

3. BANANAS 

BANANAS is a source routing framework applying a loose path

hat is encoded, hashed and stored in so called PathID [62] . The

athID value is computed as a short hash of a sequence of globally

nown identifiers that can be used to define an end-to-end path,

.g., router IDs, link interface IDs, AS numbers. More information

n how such hashes are computed can be found in [62] . 

BANANAS does not introduce any new scheme for path compu-

ation. As the authors propose in [62] new paths (different from
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Fig. 10. Explicit-Exit Forwarding example. 
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hose calculated by commonly used routing protocols) can be cal-

ulated using well known multipath computation algorithms, e.g.,

-shortest paths, all k-hop paths, k-disjoint paths, etc. Such an ap-

roach is, rather, a new forwarding scheme that can be applied to

n existing router’s forwarding engine. 

3.1. Packet forwarding 

In comparison to a regular packet forwarding table in a router

here a two-tuple [ destination prefix, outgoing interface ] forward-

ng table is used, BANANAS extends it to a four-tuple registry in

orm [ destination prefix, incoming PathID, outgoing interface, outgo-

ng PathID ]. Two different hashes — incoming PathID and outgoing

athID are calculated as a hash of the explicit path from current

nterface to destination prefix and as a hash of the path from the

ext upgraded (BANANAS-enabled) router, respectively. 

In BANANAS an upgraded router firstly matches the destina-

ion IP address following the longest prefix match, as in a regular

outer. Next, it matches PathID for that destination and, if found,

he incoming PathID is replaced with the outgoing PathID and the

acket is sent to the outgoing interface. If a match is not found,

he hash is set to zero and the packet is sent in accordance with

he routing protocol being used. This situation also occurs when

he currently forwarding router is the final router on the path.

outers which are not aware of the BANANAS framework use reg-

lar procedures in order to forward packets. 

BANANAS, in its basic functionality, is dedicated to be used as a

echanism enabling a multipath approach in an intradomain for-

arding scheme, but it can easily be extended to an interdomain

raffic forwarding scheme. Only a fine-grained approach can be ap-

lied to extend existing interdomain routing. 

3.2. Explicit-Exit forwarding 

The explicit-exit forwarding idea can be applied in cases where

 given autonomous system has at least two different interdo-

ain links (is multi-homed). The objective of such a solution is

o use different interdomain links for a specified traffic aggregate

e.g., per-packet, per-flow, per-prefix) which in consequence may

ead to reaching the destination with a different (selected by BGP)

ath. 

The explicit-exit routing uses modified Internal BGP (IBGP) and

xternal BGP (EBGP) routers. It works as follows: the IBGP router

elects an arbitrary ASBR (Autonomous System Border Router) for

 given traffic aggregate based on applied multipath computation

lgorithm, e.g. k-shortest paths, all k-hop paths, k-disjoint paths.

hen it replaces the destination IP address in packets with a se-
ected ASBR address, saving the original destination IP in additional

2-bit field called address stack ( options field of IP header) and re-

alculating the packet’s checksum. When such a packet reaches

he exit ASBR, the exit ASBR replaces the destination IP with the

riginal and recalculates the IP header checksum. Then the packet

s forwarded in the regular way. In the case of the network pre-

ented in Fig. 10 , the default BGP path from AS1 to AS4 is coloured

ith a blue line [AS1, AS2, AS4] and the default ASBR to AS4 is

SBR1, but when the IBGP router selects ASBR2 as the exit router

or packets to AS4 the AS path will be changed to [AS1, AS3,

S2, AS4]. 

The proposed solution requires that the IBGP router has two

outing tables: [Dest-Prefix Exit-ASBR Next-Hop-to-Exit-ASBR] and 

Dest-Prefix Default-Next-Hop]. The latter is a regular IBGP table,

ut the former is added for the proposed mechanism. The explicit-

orwarding mechanism requires that only some of the routers be-

onging to a given AS have to be upgraded: deciding IBGP routers

nd ASBRs. 

3.3. Explicit AS-Path forwarding 

The explicit AS-path forwarding proposal uses a distributed

echanism to send packets along an arbitrary selected and vali-

ated AS-path. It extends basic BANANAS functionality with a hash

f external-Path ID (e-PathID) being a sequence of ASes. 

To illustrate how the mechanism works, Fig. 11 will be used.

et us assume that traffic is sent from AS1 to AS5. Available paths

re [AS1, AS2, AS5], [AS1, AS2, AS4, AS3, AS5], [AS1, AS2, AS3, AS5].

et’s assume that the arbitrary selected path by router in AS1 is

AS1, AS2,AS3, AS5], so the suffix AS-path placed in the e-PathID

eld is [AS2,AS3, AS5]. In such a case the next-hop is the ASBR21,

ince the packet outgoing AS1 exactly matches the prefix and e-

athID of AS2. Next, ASBR21 forwards the packet to ASBR22, and

SBR22 swaps e-PathID filed to [AS3, AS5]. A similar process takes

lace in AS3 — only exit ASBR (ASBR32) swaps e-PathID field. But

n consequence of forwarding the outgoing e-PathID from AS3 will

e set to 0 because AS5 is the destination AS for forwarded packet.

4. Wide-Area relay addressing protocol (WRAP) 

WRAP is an approach based on source routing [63] . WRAP is

ased on the Loose Source and Record Route (LSRR) [64] but it

ses a proprietary header instead of the implementation of the

ariable length IP options field. 

WRAP allows a source node to specify the end-to-end domain-

evel path. It assumes that each system (edge domain) computes at

east two different domain-level paths to each reachable domain in
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Fig. 11. Explicit AS-Path Forwarding example. 
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the network, and allows an edge router to choose between them.

WRAP also enables an alternative approach — each end-user spec-

ifies the domain-level path that meets its QoS requirements and

moves the responsibility of path computation from the edge router

to the end-node. Alternatively, the end-user only marks packets

with proper, previously agreed Type of Service (ToS) value, and the

edge router selects a path which fulfills the end-user’s QoS require-

ments. 

Path computation proceeded by edge router can be based on

measurements of QoS parameters taken by this node, i.e., the

edge router processes received routing advertisements and com-

putes two alternative paths which are as independent as possi-

ble. Additionally, each edge router monitors selected paths in order

to ensure that they meet preconfigured parameters (packet loss,

throughput, delay, etc.). Due to constant monitoring of the net-

work, the edge router can always choose the better path (in term

of QoS parameters) and avoid paths that are overloaded or con-

gested. The authors show that such a computation is feasible and

scalable thanks to the fact that only edge systems are responsible

for path computation, while core routers only forward packets. 

Proposed mechanism uses a variable-length header placed be-

tween the IP and the transport layer header. Such a header, in

addition to fields such as protocol, length, offset, reserved , consists

of two variable length fields: reverse path and forward path . Each

WRAP-enabled packet carries information about the endpoint ad-

dresses (source and destination IP) and the addresses of relays on

the path between source and destination. 

The example presented in Fig. 12 shows how the proposed

mechanism works. Suppose source node S sends a packet to des-

tination point D . Such a packet can pass along three different

domain-level paths: AS1-AS2-AS4, AS1-AS3-AS4, AS1-AS3-AS2-AS4.

The end-node (S) computes two as paths which are as indepen-

t  
ent as possible, i.e., AS1-AS2-AS4 and AS1-AS3-AS4. Let us assume

hat at a given moment the link between routers RD and RF is

ongested and path AS1-AS3-AS4 was selected for a new packet.

hen the packet comes to the next node, its source address in the

P header is changed to the address of this node, and its destina-

ion address is changed to the next IP from a forward path list of

he WRAP header. At the same time, the IP address of the previ-

us hop is placed in the reverse path field. Thanks to this, packet

ength remains constant during the forwarding process and allows

he destination node to use the same path in the return direction. 

5. Routing deflections 

Source routing is an established solution. It is, however, not

opular, as it does not fit into the Internet model in which ISPs set

nd govern all routing policies. In 2006, the authors of [65] pro-

osed a method to allow source-induced path diversity by rout-

ng deflections. Routing deflection is a mechanism which allows

outers to force packets out of their shortest-path by forwarding

hem to neighbours other than those shortest-path would indicate.

Fig. 13 shows how deflections work. A standard routing protocol

ets a path between A and F through nodes B and C (bold arrows).

ormally, all packets in this relation follow this path. However,

outer B can deflect certain packets to router E (based on packet

agging), thereby disobeying the protocol’s established path. Router

 forwards the deflected packets normally – in this case, directly to

. Similarly, router A can deflect packets to router D. In this way,

outing deflections can provide multipath transmissions. In this ex-

mple, untagged packets follow the original path. Packets tagged

ith X are deflected by router B, and packets tagged with Y are

eflected by router A. This presented scheme is very simple, yet

here are two issues. Firstly, which deflections are permissible and
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Fig. 12. WRAP relaying example. 

Fig. 13. Path ABCF is the shortest-path selected by a routing protocol; router B can 

deflect packets from the path ABCF to router E which forwards them to F. 
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Fig. 14. Depending on the point of deflection, the resulting path changes. 
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hich are forbidden in order to avoid loops. Secondly, how can the

ource trigger these deflections. 

In [65] , the authors propose rules which must be obeyed by

outers while deflecting packets. The simplest rule is that a router

an deflect a packet to its neighbour, if that neighbour has a lower

ath cost to reach the destination. These costs are either already

ignalled in a distance-vector routing protocol, or can easily be

omputed in a link-state protocol. As the neighbour has a lower

ost path to the destination, it will definitively not return the

acket to the deflecting router, and hence a loop will never occur.

his rule is safe; however, it is very harsh, resulting in the omis-

ion of possible loop-free deflections. Therefore, the authors pro-

osed two additional rules, which are more complicated, but also

afe. It is proven in the paper that all three rules provide paths

hat are loop-free and reach their destinations even when there

re standard routers along the way. 

To trigger packet deflections, tagging of the packets is envi-

ioned. The authors propose two approaches: to insert a 32-bit

ag right after the IP header, or to employ certain bits from the

P header itself. The first option gives more flexibility, at the cost

f carrying additional bits. The second assures complete backward

ompatibility, as there are no new fields carried by the packets. Re-

ardless of the method used, the additional information carried in

ach packet can trigger certain routers to use deflections instead of

hortest-path routes. 
Fig. 14 shows how a user can select a path. Depending on the

nserted tag, different routers will trigger the packet deflection

rocedure. Without the deflections, the path goes through ISPs A,

 and D. A source can put a tag which forces early hops to de-

ect packets. In this case, the deflection procedure will occur in-

ide ISP A and will go through ISP B and D. When the tag indi-

ates late hops to deflect packets, the path is altered inside ISP C.

lthough users cannot explicitly define paths for their packets, by

hoosing tags they can influence the path change until they are

atisfied with the performance the path provides. 

Routing deflection is a scalable solution. It remains decentral-

zed and can be introduced incrementally. It provides end-users

ith the possibility to exchange the original path proposed by

he ISPs. Even though users cannot explicitly define paths as in

ource routing, they obtain a powerful tool through which they can

lindly influence path changes until they are satisfied with the re-

ult. 

6. Multipath interdomain routing (MIRO) 

MIRO [66] is an approach to enhance the BGP-based interdo-

ain routing. The authors realize that there are, for practical pur-

oses, two approaches currently used to realize routing: BGP and

ource routing. In BGP, although it allows ASes to apply a plethora

f routing policies, the protocol requires each router to use a sin-

le route for each destination prefix. This leaves many ASes with

ittle control over the paths their traffic takes once it leaves the
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Fig. 15. BGP-based single path routing to AS F; bold arrows show routes chosen by 

BGP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. A pathlet routing example [67] . 
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domain. In particular, multipath transmissions are not possible.

Source routing, on the other hand, leaves transit domains with

very little control and introduces scalability and security problems.

The lack of control for ISPs is a significant hindrance to the adop-

tion of source routing. This approach, however, provides multipath

transmission possibilities and increases traffic flow diversity. 

MIRO stands in the middle of these two approaches. It offers

some flexibility in choosing the best path, while giving transit do-

mains control over the traffic through their infrastructure. In MIRO,

BGP is the main source of the route calculation process, i.e., routers

learn their default routes through standard BGP operations. Addi-

tional paths can be installed as a result of the agreement between

pairs of domains. Two ASes can negotiate the conditional use of

additional paths. In this way, MIRO provides backward compatibil-

ity with standard BGP, which allows for incremental deployment.

Also, for most traffic, the simplicity of BGP is retained. 

One of the motivations of MIRO is the following example. Con-

sider the network presented in Fig. 15 , in which there are 6 ASes,

A to F. Each AS chooses its route to F. Now, let us assume that A

is not satisfied with the performance provided by E and does not

want E to carry its traffic to F. However, A has no choice since both

ASes B and D forward their traffic to F through E. Simply asking B

to permanently switch to an alternative path is not a viable option

because B may be satisfied (quality-wise and/or financially) with

the status quo. MIRO provides the possibility for A and B to nego-

tiate and establish a path ABCF only for certain traffic that A cares

about. Such an agreement can be subject to additional charges be-

tween operators. 

MIRO provides the following features: 

• AS-level path selection — flow’s path is chosen by the AS in-

stead of the end-user: this is simpler and more scalable, 

• Negotiation for alternative routes — BGP learns the default

route and negotiates to learn additional routes if needed, 

• Policy-driven export of alternative routes — advertised alter-

native routes are subject to each AS policies which allows them

to control what they offer, 

• Tunnels to direct traffic on alternate paths — after the nego-

tiation is successful, a tunnel is established and may be used as

needed. 

16.1. Route retrieval 

To retain scalability, ASes do not advertise alternative routes

voluntarily. Instead, they may be polled by other ASes when such

demand occurs. For example, if A is dissatisfied with default route

ABEF, it may ask B to advertise alternatives. AS B answers based

on its policy and desires. If B is not MIRO-compliant, the poll is

simply rejected and nothing changes. 

16.2. Bilateral negotiation between ASes 

Negotiations begin when one AS asks another to advertise al-

ternative routes to a destination. Negotiations should only be trig-

gered if none of the current routes satisfy the desired requirement,
uch as bandwidth or delay. The ASes which originate negotiations

o not need to be adjacent. In the example, A can negotiate the

CF route with B and create a tunnel to B, or can establish a tun-

el to C and use default routing from that point, which also results

n the BCF path. 

6.3. Tunnels 

Upon negotiations, two ASes establish an IP- in-IP tunnel for

arrying packets to the tunnel’s egress node. In the egress node,

he packets are decapsulated and forwarded according to standard

outing procedures. The tunnel’s egress node, therefore, is a node

rom which the default remaining path to the destination leads

cross desired ASes. In the example, if A wants to establish a path

BCF, the tunnel needs to be constructed to one of the nodes in B

rom which the default path to F goes through C. 

7. Pathlet routing 

The aim of Pathlet Routing [67] is to provide the possibility of

sing multipath data transport between and across autonomous

ystems. It allows network operators to concurrently use various

outing policies. In Pathlet Routing, each autonomous system ad-

ertises fragments of paths, called pathlets, to its peers. A path-

et is a sequence of virtual nodes (vnodes), and the connections

etween them. A vnode is created by the AS operator. A vnode

ay be created in each router within the AS, or on a subset of

hem. By not creating a vnode on a physical router, an adminis-

rator excludes such a router from path selection procedured. The

ode is established by setting a proper routing table for the vnode

nd assigning an identifier. The AS number and vnode identifiers

onstruct a globally unique identifier of each vnode. Vnodes create

 sort of virtual topology, and Pathlet Routing can be perceived as

ource routing over this topology. 

It is assumed that any pair of nodes may disseminate informa-

ion about pathlets. A node may request several pathlets from a

outer or pathlets may be sent to, at least, its AS neighbours. As

oon as information about pathlets is distributed among nodes, a

outer may use a pathlet or sequence of pathlets to route a packet

o a given destination. It is assumed that using a routing policy in

 given AS only a limited number of known pathlets is distributed

o other nodes. A node announces pathlets which form the short-

st paths to all reachable destinations and some additional pathlets

eyond the previous set. It is assumed that the higher the degree

f an AS, the more additional pathlets may be advertised. 

This fairly complicated architecture can be presented by a sim-

le example. Fig. 16 illustrates one scenario of packet processing in

athlet routing. In the figure, there are five physical routers ( A, B, C,

 and E ), each having its virtual node ( a, b, c, d, e ). In this example,

he mapping of physical to virtual nodes is one-to-one (a vnode

s created on each physical node), although this is not mandatory.

nitially, routers learn the vnodes of their neighbours. After that,
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Fig. 17. The hiding mechanism in YAMR. 
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hey can construct one-hop pathlets to their direct neighbours: A

onstructs a pathlet to B and assigns a forwarding identifier (FID)

f 3, C constructs a pathlet to D with FID of 7, and D constructs

 pathlet to E with FID of 1. FID is an identifier which points to

he respective pathlet in the routing table. For example, entry 7 in

he routing table of vnode C instructs the router C to forward the

acket to D . After one-hop pathlets are constructed, they can be

sed to create multihop pathlets. In the example, B builds a path-

et b → c → d → e . 

Now, when the pathlets are constructed, a packet arrives in

outer A with the following list of pathlets in its header: 3, 2.

his instructs router A to forward the packet along pathlet 3 and

trip FID 3 from its header. The packet then arrives at B with one

athlet: 2. A multihop pathlet 2 indicates that a packet is to be

orwarded to node C with further indication of pathets 7 and 1.

herefore, router B forwards the packet to node C and puts the

ombination 71 into its header, as this was the combination used

o construct the multihop pathlet number 2. Nodes C and D follow

he same procedures. Finally, the packet arrives at node E with an

mpty route, which indicates that it has reached its destination. 

Once pathlets are established, they can be used in the way pre-

ented in the example above. The challenge is in creating pathlets.

n [67] , the authors also present a pathlet dissemination algorithm.

his algorithm is a path vector algorithm, which works in a simi-

ar way to how BGP notifies nodes of the existence of IP prefixes.

he distinct feature of this algorithm is that routers propagate an

rbitrary subset of their known pathlets. The operator is respon-

ible for indicating which pathlets can be used and which should

ot. Even though Pathlet Routing resembles source routing, it is

he operator’s responsibility to show which pathlets can be used.

herefore, the operator remains in control of the traffic while pro-

iding multipath capabilities. The algorithm presented in the pa-

er is only a one feasible solution, and others can be developed

nd used (e.g., RSVP is only one feasible signalling protocol for In-

egrated Services). 

8. Yet another multipath routing protocol (YAMR) 

YAMR is to enable multipath transmission for inter-domain traf-

c [68] . It constructs a set of paths between edge nodes. As a re-

ult, transmission is resilient to any single failure of interdomain

inks. Moreover, the signalling traffic generated by edge nodes is

inimized by reducing routing updates. 

YAMR is based on two components: 

• A mechanism for computing paths, 

• A technique for minimizing churn by localizing routing updates.

The first component is called the YAMR Path Construction

echanism (YPC). It is based on the assumption that a set of al-

ernate paths are computed. Such paths are deviations from BGP’s

efault path. It means that the paths with the lowest cost are se-

ected. Moreover, alternate paths are chosen in such a way that

ailure of any link (node failures are not considered)from the short-

st path cannot break transmission (unless all policy-compliant

aths between source and destination nodes fail). The proposed

echanism has one important disadvantage – computing many

aths results in higher control plane messaging overheads than

GP. 

The second component allows the limiting of the signalling traf-

c and solves the mentioned problem. After any link failure, all

odes which use paths composed of this link have to be noti-

ed about the failure. As a result, more traffic is transmitted in a

etwork and the protocol can become unstable. YAMR solves this

roblem implementing the mechanism for limiting the signalling

raffic described in detail in section 18.2 . 
8.1. YAMR Path construction 

YPC works similarly to BGP. The first step in YAMR is to com-

ute the default path between two ASes, which is the same as in

GP. In the next step, for each interdomain link which belongs to

he default path, another path (if possible and which does not con-

ain this link) is calculated. The mechanism works under three as-

umptions: 

• widest-advertisement – which means that information about 

paths is broadly distributed; without this assumption, some

paths may become unavailable, 

• No dispute wheels – which means that oscillations are mini-

mized; without this assumption, YPC and BGP may become un-

stable, 

• Next-hop policy – it is necessary in the context of the second

YAMR mechanism (hiding technique). 

As a result, it is possible to maintain default and alternative

aths in edge routers and to use the best of them according to

etwork state. Alternative paths are signed. Packets are labelled,

hich is necessary to select paths for them. A 32-bit field in a

acket header is used to mark packets. YAMR routers need to have

orwarding entries for default and alternative paths (if such en-

ries are different). As a result, YAMR forwarding tables are k + 1

imes greater than for BGP, where k is the average interdomain

ath length. The mechanism presented in the next section mini-

izes communication overhead by reducing YAMR’s churn below

he BGP level. 

8.2. Mechanism for limiting the signalling traffic 

The signalling traffic is not broadcast to all ASes after a link fail-

re. The ASes connected to a failed link are known as ‘hiding ASes’.

irst, they try to redirect traffic after failure by themselves. If this is

mpossible, they immediately inform their neighbours, which can

olve the problem or inform their neighbours recursively. This op-

ration is illustrated in Fig. 17 . 

When AS5 detects a link failure, it redirects traffic through AS4

o AS6. ASes 1, 2 and 3 are not informed about the failure. If it had

ot been possible to redirect traffic in AS5 to AS4, AS5 would have

een obliged to inform AS3 about the failure. Further, AS1 or AS2

ould be informed about the failure recursively. 

Such a mechanism allows the minimizing of the signalling traf-

c among ASes after failure in a network. However, it is not easy

o ensure that loops are not created and the transmission is con-

inued in a network. However, the authors of [68] ensure that this

olution, along with the YPC algorithm, allows the limiting of loops

nd guarantees substantially lower churn compared with simple

PC. 
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Fig. 18. The AMIR header together with an encapsulated payload. 
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19. Another multipath interdomain routing (AMIR) 

AMIR was first introduced in [69] and represents an alternative

way of routing which leverages an extended cooperation between

adjacent Autonomous Systems on the Internet to collect more in-

formation about the AS-level network topology and construct mul-

tiple paths between the source and destination Autonomous Sys-

tems. It is proposed as a mechanism offering new features that are

missing in BGP. In the original proposal [69] , AMIR obtains the pri-

mary path to a destination from the local BGP route table 1 and

then, based on this information, it determines alternative paths.

The authors argue that at the cost of increased transmission-,

storage-, and processing-related overheads, it is advantageous to

provide multipath interdomain routing as a paid service to selected

customers. To avoid major scalability issues, the authors propose a

method which determines the alternative paths based on the lim-

ited number of available interconnected Autonomous Systems. 

19.1. Route retrieval 

In AMIR, alternative paths are determined based on the infor-

mation from Autonomous Systems which are located on the main

path for a given relation. The primary path is obtained from the

local BGP route table 2 . The first AS on the main path queries the

following ASes on the path for their adjacent ASes and aggregates

the response into a set. In the next step, AMIR tries to determine

several alternative paths traversing only those ASes included in the

set. If some adjacent ASes cannot set up a candidate path, a ne-

gotiation procedure is employed to resolve the issue. The authors

propose an example concept of a negotiation algorithm and claim

that bilateral negotiation strategies in general may stimulate the

deployment of multipath routing on the Internet. 

19.2. The main components 

AMIR consists of the following two modules: 

• Multipath Service Agent (MPSA) — responsible for the compu-

tation of alternative AS-level paths; this task includes the col-

lection of topology-related information from ASes adjacent to

those on the main path, as well as all necessary negotiations

between adjacent ASes; 
1 It is not stated explicitly that this is a requirement, and whether any other 

inter-domain routing protocol could be used as a source of primary paths to desti- 

nation ASes. 
2 See the previous comment in Section 19 . 

i  

b  

a  

a  

d

• Multipath Forwarding Agent (MPFA) — encapsulates and for-

wards packets with an AMIR header ( Fig. 18 ). 

Whenever an Autonomous System Border Router (ASBR) re-

eives the first packet belonging to an application handled accord-

ng to a paid multipath service, it requests the MPSA associated

ith the ASBR’s domain to determine the candidate paths accord-

ng to the proposed Multipath Discovery algorithm. In the next

tep, it prepares an appropriate AMIR header for the selected path,

nd then inserts it at the beginning of each packet and forwards

he traffic to the next node. The last ASBR on the path strips the

MIR header from all packets, while the intermediate ASBRs only

odify its content. 

The AMIR header shown in Fig. 18 consists of five fields and a

ist of 32-bit IP addresses of ASBRs forming a path. The five initial

elds are as follows: 

• Type — the packet type identifier of AMIR; 

• Protocol — the identifier of the upper layer protocol (e.g., IP); 

• Length — number of IP addresses on the list; 

• Next-AS — offset of the next hop address (relative to the begin-

ning of the list); 

• Doffset — offset of the payload segment (relative to the begin-

ning of the packet). 

Although it is not clear whether other address families and in-

erdomain routing protocols (used as the source of primary paths

o destination ASes) may also be supported in AMIR, the authors

laim that their simulation-based evaluation has confirmed that

MIR is actually feasible. Furthermore, the capability of AMIR to

ntroduce new paths through the negotiation process is considered

s an important feature which is not present in other solutions like

AMR ( Section 18 ) and Path Splicing ( Section 10 ). 

0. BGP Extended multipath for transit domains (BGP-XM) 

The BGP extended multipath for transit domains (BGP-XM) is

 routing mechanism which explores many redundant paths on

he Internet [70] . This mechanism enables deployment of interdo-

ain multipath and enables (flow) load balancing between differ-

nt paths connecting distant sites (with many ASes on the way) on

he Internet. The mechanism has been designed in such a way that

t preserves all existing BGP features, so it is backward compati-

le. The main concept of BGP-XM is to use already existing route

ggegation capability to aggregate multiple paths into single route

dvertisement. Therefore, unlike the Add-Paths BGP extension, it

oes not require both peers to explicitly support it. 
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BPG-XM preserves business relationships, the route filtering

ased on policy routing. The common traffic engineering tech-

iques offered by BGP are preserved: the COMMUNITY attribute

an be used for informing about local preferences, the AS_PATH

repending, and the MED attribute represents metrics between

eighbouring ASes. Also, the LOCAL_PREF attribute is used for rep-

esenting the business preferences of a given AS owner. The paths

laced in the routing table are free from routing loops since

S_PATH is used for this purpose. The whole mechanism is stable

nder non-conflicting routing polices. Each operator at the level

f AS can define routing polices on their own. The BGP-XM im-

oses the path diversity requirement: different numbers of tra-

ersed ASes and diversity in AS traverse sequence. The mechanism

s incrementally deployable, which means that deployment in one

S does not require routers equipped with this mechanism in other

Ses. The mechanism also enables techniques for controlling the

ize of routing tables. The standard BGP may send multiple path

nnouncements, however, the most recent is taken into account.

n order to preserve multipath information, the authors of BGP-

M confined multipath information in a single update. In this way,

hey obtained a backward BGP compatible update announcement

attern, and the resulting update is related to many paths. This ap-

roach also enables incremental deployment of interdomain multi-

ath. Each prefix is advertised together with a few BGP attributes.

ifferent paths for the same prefix can possess different attributes;

ome of the selection and mapping procedure has been designed

n order to define common values for a particular set of paths. 

Routers which operate using the BGP- XM mechanism may dis-

ribute traffic for the same prefix using disjoint paths. The BGP ag-

regation procedure prevents the creation of routing loops in the

ase of multipath transmission [71] . The path assembling algorithm

sed by BGP-XM aggregates some BGP attributes for each prefix

eached by many paths. The NEXT_HOP attribute indicates the ad-

ress of one of the routers running the path assembling algorithm.

he ORIGIN attribute is set to the maximum value of this attribute

or all routes chosen for aggregation. The LOCAL_PREF and MED

ust be the same for all selected routes in order to be announced

n aggregated form. 

The BGP-XM router preserves standard BGP policy routing path

election. After receiving the BGP message, the received routes are

ltered according to defined filtering rules. The BGP-XM router ap-

lies an algorithm for selecting paths, called K- Best Route Opti-

izer (K-BESTRO). This algorithm works in four steps (Policy Fil-

ering Rules, Ranking Rules, Assembling Filtering Rules, K-Best Se-

ection Rule). In the first step it discards routes which are excluded

y input routing policies. The routes with highest LOCAL_PREF and

owest MED are analysed further. An operator defines the Unequal

ength MultiPath (ULMP) parameter, which indicates the length

iffence in AS_PATH of allowed routes. ULMP indicates how much

onger than the shortest path (number of ASes on AS_PATH ) a par-

icular route can be. In addition, IBGP routes are removed if EBGP

outes are present for the same prefix. In the second step, the path

anking procedure is applied to routes from the previous step. In

he third step, a set of paths is constructed; these routes can be

ssembled together in a single BGP update. In the final step, the

rst K routes from the set are chosen for the path assembling al-

orithm. The K parameter is specified by the operator, and it lim-

ts usage of resources by multipath procedures. The details of K-

ESTRO selection procedure are described in [70] . 

The BGP-XM assembling algorithm establishes the AS_PATH at-

ribute for multipath announcement. It works in the following se-

uence: 

1. Pick one of the shortest paths from the multipath set. Let this

path be Shortest Path (SP). 

2. Create an empty AS_SET S. 
3. For every AS number from other paths and not present in SP,

add it to AS_SET S. 

4. If SP already containes an AS_SET , merge it with S. 

5. Else, if S is not empty, move the rightmost AS to S and append

S to SP. 

6. If the assembled path is advertised through an EBGP session,

prepend the local AS number to the AS_PATH . 

In order to illustrate the operation of the BGP-XM assembling

lgorithm, let us consider three paths to the same prefix: P 1 =
(1 , 2 , 3 , 8) , P 2 = (4 , 5 , 6 , 8) , P 3 = (7 , 8) . The numbers represent AS

umbers. The shortest path is P 3 and it does not contain AS_SET .

ccording to point 2, we create an empty AS_SET denoted by S

nd we put into it all AS numbers from other paths not present

n SP: S = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 } . After applying the rules from point 5 we

btain the AS_PATH P = (7 , { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 8 } ) . The obtained aggre-

ated path has the same length as the SP. 

Part V Comparison and conclusion 

1. Comparison and contrast 

In this section we compare the presented techniques for mul-

ipath interdomain transmission. We analyse a routing type in a

echanism, how paths are chosen and set up. Finally, we estimate

he complexity of the mechanisms, signalling methods and time

cales. 

1.1. Setup features of inter-AS multipath mechanisms 

In strict routing, the signalling procedure is used, which spec-

fies the path, node-by-node, that must be visited by packets on

he way to the destination node. On the other hand, loose rout-

ng describes nodes which have to be on a packet’s route, but it

s not necessary for packets to visit these nodes in fixed order. We

lso check whether paths are selected in ingress or core nodes, and

hether the routing process is centralized or distributed. All solu-

ions described in previous sections are compared in Table 3 . 

BGP Add-Paths and BGP-XM have been designed in such a way

hat they can be implemented incrementally, and they can work

n a heterogeneous environment (standard BGP routers can coop-

rate with extended BPG routers). Path selection is done locally by

 router based on information from BGP, a few paths to the same

estination can simultaneously exist in a routing table, and packets

ay be routed via these paths. There is no path setup procedure;

ach router decides the availability of a path to a destination, so

his is a distributed way of path selection. 

In YAMR, the routing type can be depicted as loose. Alterna-

ive paths are selected based on the BGP announcements, which

an change in time, e.g., as a result of link cost changes. Decisions

bout paths selected for multipath transmission are taken inside

he network (each node plays a significant role in process of se-

ecting paths). 

The routing type in STAMP is dependent on the BGP attributes.

his is why it is loose. Two BGP processes are active in STAMP. As

 result, two paths are set up in ingress nodes. As BGP processes

re not centralized, the STAMP routing process is also distributed. 

In DIMR, two disjoint paths between two nodes are established.

hile they can be chosen differently under the same conditions,

he routing type should be depicted as loose. The decisions about

outing are taken by several nodes in the network core and this is

 distributed process. 

In the SR network both strict and loose routing may be used.

 source routing may be initiated at any point in the network and

oth centralized and distributed path setup may be used. However,

o far the focus is on the centralized approach. 
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Table 3 

Comparison of inter-AS multipath mechanisms. 

Algorithm/Protocol Routing type Path choice Path setup 

Strict Loose Ingress Core Central. Distrib. 

Available mechanisms 

1 GMPLS � � � � � � 

2 BGP-Add-Paths � � � 

3 LISP � � � 

4 Segment Routing � � � � � � 

Moderate research interest 

5 NIRA � � � � 

6 Platypus � � � 

7 Path Splicing � � � 

8 STAMP � � � 

9 DIMR � � � 

Marginal research interest 

10 BANANAS � � � 

11 WRAP � � � 

12 Routing deflections � � � 

13 MIRO � � � 

14 Pathlet routing � � � � 

15 YAMR � � � 

16 AMIR � � � 

17 BGP-XM � � � 
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BANANAS proposes two options for a new path setup: Explicit-

Exit Forwarding and Explicit AS-Path Forwarding . When the former is

based only on selection of exit ASBR for a given traffic aggregate,

the latter specifies more precisely the domain-level path. A path

setup is proceeded distributively by each domain. In both cases,

the path can be established loosely. 

In MIRO, alternative interdomain paths are created by the oper-

ators. The functionality allows alternative paths for certain parts of

traffic on top of standard BGP-established paths. Paths are estab-

lished inside the network — end users cannot choose paths. The

path setup process is distributed, as it is an enhancement to dis-

tributed BGP protocol. 

Path splicing is based on the strict routing scheme. Paths are

chosen at ingress nodes and configured in a distributed way. 

Pathlet routing represents a strict routing approach. The path is

chosen by the ingress node and is put into packet headers. Once

that is done, routers must obey the chosen path and send packets

accordingly. There is no room for choosing paths. The path choice

process, however, is performed both by the ingress node and core

nodes. The ingress node chooses a path from pathlets that are ad-

vertised by the core nodes. Core nodes are responsible for creat-

ing pathlets, thereby, providing possible paths for ingress nodes to

choose from. The path setup is distributed, as the path creation

process operates without any central entity. 

In LISP, an interdomain path between border routers of LISP en-

abled autonomous systems is found by the BGP protocol. Thus, the

routing type, path selection and path setup are the same as for

BGP. The decision on the next hop for a packet is taken by each

router in the core using BGP metrics. It is a distributed process;

LISP itself has no influence on BGP path selection. However, if com-

municating LISP enabled autonomous systems are multi-homed,

multiple paths between them may exist if an EID (or EID group)

is mapped to at least two RLOCs with the same priority . The deci-

sion on how to take advantage of multiple existing paths and how

to manage the traffic, as well as assignment of EIDs to RLOCs, is

under the control of the ISP. The ISP can manage the path choice

by dynamic changing of mapping and/or policy-based assignment

of EIDs to RLOCs. Concurrent multipath transferring is also possi-

ble, e.g., if the end host is aware of the existence of multiple paths

and uses the MPTCP protocol. 
In routing deflections, the ingress node does not explicitly

hoose a path. Instead, it asks the network to deflect packets from

ts original path, which is unknown to the ingress node. However,

y marking packets differently, the ingress node can choose which

eflection (ergo which path) to use. Therefore, the path choice is

erformed in the ingress node. 

In AMIR, alternative paths for a traffic flow are determined by

he Multipath Service Agent once the first packet is handled by

he related ASBR. The path discovery process is based on additional

opology-related information about the ASes adjacent to those on

he main path. In the original proposal, the primary path is ob-

ained from a local BGP table. 

In Platypus the source system calculates a new path (different

rom that calculated by commonly used routing protocols) using

ne of a number of well known multipath computation algorithms

not addressed in the article). The calculated path does not require

hat all hops will be specified strictly. Path setup is distributed —

here is no central controller, each edge system computes a new

ath independently. 

WRAP is based on the LSRR [64] , so path selection is done

y an ingress system. In WRAP not all intermediate hops have to

e specified — loose path. In such a case, default routing among

hem will be used. Each edge system independently calculates new

aths, so path setup is distributed. 

GMPLS uses a flexible approach to path computation and set

p. In nominal situation, GMPLS implements RSVP-TE for path

etup. In special cases, GMPLS is equipped with advanced path

omputation features aiming at the increase of network resiliency.

ultiple paths can be established using formal methods from

raph theory, with the aim of creating edge-disjoint, vertex-

isjoint or physically disjoint paths. 

Since NIRA gives the user a possibility to choose domain-level

outes, its routing mechanism should be perceived as loose. As

entioned in Section 8 , NIRA splits a route into a up-graph (sender

art) and down-graph (receiver part), and uses addresses to repre-

ent each part. Path choice is performed by a user, who chooses

oth source and destination addresses used for forwarding. The

ath setup process is divided between end user and provider. An

SP uses TIPP to provide a user with addresses and routes associ-

ted with them. If the user wants to be reached using a specific
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Table 4 

Features of multipath mechanisms. 

Multipath in ... Signalling Complexity Time scale 

Available mechanisms 

1 GMPLS CR-LDP, RSVP-TE high long 

2 BGP Add-Paths routing protocols medium (BGP level) short 

3 LISP BGP (+ protocol for map service) low short 

4 Segment routing packet header low long 

Moderate research interest 

5 NIRA packet header, TIPP, NRRS medium long 

6 Platypus packet header flexible short 

7 Path Splicing packet header low short 

8 STAMP BGP attributes low long 

9 DIMR packet header low medium 

Marginal research interest 

10 BANANAS packet header medium short 

11 WRAP packet header high long 

12 Routing deflections packet header medium short 

13 MIRO external medium long 

14 Pathlet routing packet header high long 

15 YAMR routing protocols low long 

16 AMIR external + packet header high long 

17 BGP-XM routing protocols medium (BGP level) short 
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oute, he has to register the address corresponding to this route in

RRS. 

1.2. Complexity and operating features of inter-AS multipath 

echanisms 

In this section, we analyse complexity and operating features

f inter-AS multipath mechanisms. We describe whether a mech-

nism uses signalling to set up paths or not, and if so, what type

f signalling is used. Next, we estimate the mechanisms’ complex-

ty and timescale. By timescale we mean the estimated duration

f established paths (expected duration for paths in the ’on’ state)

n non-failure network conditions. It does not include the time re-

uired for path computation or setup. All solutions described in

revious sections are compared in Table 4 . 

BGP Add-Paths is an extension of BGP. It changes the format of

oute information exchanged by BGP protocol. Therefore, in order

o make use of it, both peers must support it. Routers supporting

he Add-Paths extension can coexists with routers which does not

upport it. Therefore, this extension can be deployed incrementally.

BGP-XM does not modify the information exchanged by stan-

ard BGP. The main change is related to the processing and inter-

retation of exchanged information done by BGP-XM routers. Al-

hough a BGP-XM router may have more routing table entries, per-

istence of entries is the same as in a typical BGP network. 

YAMR uses BGP-updates. However, signalling in YAMR is lim-

ted by reducing the number of routing updates. The complexity

f YAMR is relatively low. YAMR chooses alternative paths among

hose announced by the BGP protocol. As a result, the setup time

s long and selected paths do not change frequently. 

In STAMP, two BGP processes are active. The signalling is based

n the BGP attributes used for selecting alternative paths. The pro-

ess is not complex, and it usually takes a short time to set up

ultiple paths between two nodes in the network. Similarly to

AMR, paths are set up for long time. 

No additional signalling protocols are used in DIMR. Decisions

bout routing are taken by nodes based on information from

acket headers. As a result, complexity is low. However, it takes

ome time before all paths are properly selected in the network.

aths may change in the network, which is why we estimate the

imescale as medium. 
In the SR network signalling is based on information carried by

 packet header (using IPv6 header or MPLS label). There is no

eed to use label distribution protocols (e.g., LDP or RSVP) since

 routing protocol is used to carry information about labels. Ad-

itionally, global labels are introduced. As a result, the operation,

aintenance and troubleshooting of MPLS networks is simplified

nd less time consuming. The estimated duration of the paths is

etermined by the BGP protocol. 

BANANAS proposes two different capabilities in the context of

nterdomain routing: Explicit Exit Routing and Explicit AS-Path Rout-

ng . For the former, the destination IP of the packet is overwrit-

en with the IP of the exit ASBR. This causes the packet to be for-

arded to a given exit ASBR. Next, the ASBR replaces the desti-

ation IP with the original destination IP stored in the packet and

orwards a packet using information stored in the regular routing

able. As a consequence, a different path can be selected. For the

atter, e-PathID field stored in the packet is used. This field consist

f a hash of an AS-level path sequence that a given packet should

raverse. In BANANAS the path setup is in short timescale - the

ath can be specified per each packet. 

In MIRO, signalling required to establish paths is not specified.

he information needs to be passed in some way – probably simi-

ar to how paths are advertised through BGP. The overall complex-

ty of the path setup process is assessed as medium, as it requires

egotiations between operators. The path setup process is long-

erm. Once established, paths do not change unless necessary. 

Path splicing is a relatively simple and flexible technique which

ight be deployed without introducing major changes to the ex-

sting infrastructure. Signalling is based on additional information

tored in the packet header. The proposed solution is able to re-

pond quickly to network failures, and it does not rely on the con-

rol plane with respect to the discovery of alternative routes. The

ctual forwarding paths depend on the selected splicing bits stored

n the packet header. 

In Pathlet routing, additional information which determines the

ackets’ path is carried with each packet. The mechanism in gen-

ral is quite complex, as it involves a pathlet creation and distribu-

ion mechanism. There is also additional information which needs

o be maintained on every router. The timescale for paths is long,

s pathlets are fairly static. 

Deployment of LISP in current networks is not complex and can

e done incrementally. Border routers of stub ASes must be up-
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dated to support LISP. No changes are needed to the routing pro-

tocol (BGP) in the core network. Since the multiple paths between

LISP enabled ASes are set up by the BGP protocol they are subject

to changes as in legacy core networks (e.g. due to failures, conges-

tions or changes in announced network prefixes). Thus the path

setup and update are done on a short timescale (as for BGP). In

turn, if we consider the LISP layer itself, a signalling protocol is

needed to obtain EID-RLOC mappings from the LISP mapping sys-

tem. 

Routing deflections provides a possibility to change the packet’s

original path by diverting and forwarding it to an alternative next-

hop than the one it is supposed to go to. The indication which

router should perform the deflection is carried inside each packet.

If the packet carries no such information, the deflection is not per-

formed. The complexity of this proposal is low - this is a very easy

mechanism which does not involve path establishment. Each ac-

tion is performed on-the-fly. This is also why the path creation

process is short-term, as it concerns each packet separately. 

Operation of AMIR depends on external (between MPSA and

ASBRs) and in-packet signalling. To ensure that packets are for-

warded along the intended paths, AMIR stores the necessary in-

formation in the AMIR packet header, which is modified along the

path and stripped by the last ASBR in the sequence. The authors

of AMIR argue that at the cost of increased transmission-, storage-

, and processing-related overheads, it is advantageous to provide

multipath interdomain routing as a paid service to selected cus-

tomers. As we can see, AMIR is relatively complex, but the config-

ured paths do not change very often, unless it is necessary. 

Platypus uses information stored in a proprietary header that

consist of a list of next hops. The mechanism requires changes in

router software in order to properly interpret data stored in such

a packet. The path selected by a source is valid only for a given

packet — short timescale. 

Since WRAP calculates and stores at least two different domain-

level paths to each reachable autonomous system it requires huge

computational resources. Stored paths are then monitored for QoS

parameters. Selected paths are stored for a long period of time. 

GMPLS offers a complete control framework for network opera-

tors to run a multi-service and multi-domain network with differ-

entiated services and flexible granularity of paths’ resources. Prob-

ably the most advocated features related to GMPLS-based path

setup are advanced protection (characterized by very fast reaction

for failures) and restoration (featuring intensive usage of signalling

function in order to coordinate switching and to make reprovision-

ing of resources for paths). With a global view of resources, path

setup mechanisms are efficient and relevantly fast. Applicability is-

sues of GMPLS in Multi-Region (MRL) and Multi-Layer networks

were recently addressed in the novel RFC 5212 [21] . 

As long as only customer-provider relationships are present in

the access network, NIRA does not introduce any overhead and the

path is encoded using only source and destination addresses. In

the case of peer-to-peer relationships between ASes, additional ad-

dresses are needed in the packet header to encode the path. NIRA

requires the running of two new entities in the network, namely

TIPP and NRRS. The overall complexity of the NIRA architecture is

assessed as medium, as it requires cooperation between ISP and

users, i.e., the ISP is responsible for the maintenance of TIPP, and

users have to keep NRRS updated. In normal operation, path setup

time depends mainly on Round-Trip-Time value, and in case of fail-

ure on set time-out value. When set up, paths do not change for a

long time. 

22. Future of inter-AS multipath routing 

Interdomain traffic is transmitted through paths selected by us-

ing BGP. In this paper, we describe and analyse several mechanisms
hat allow for multipath interdomain transmission. All of them are

romising solutions and can be implemented. However, only a few

f them have a real chance of being used in a global network. In

his section, we present a short analysis on the possible future of

he presented mechanisms. 

BPG Add-Paths and BGP-XM seem to be a very promising mech-

nisms for Internet multipath transmission. They can be deployed

ncrementally, and standard BGP routers can communicate with

outers employing them. Deployment of these mechanisms in-

reases Internet path diversity and capacity. Currently, the main

GP improvement efforts are being concentrated on reducing the

ize of the routing table. BPG Add-Paths and BGP-XM provide

ore paths to the same destination, what results in routing ta-

le growth. But BGP-XM preserves policy based routing function-

ng in the pure BGP. Thus selective multipath entries for dedicated

estinations may increase bandwidth. Application of policies per-

orming route aggregation together with BPG Add-Paths or BGP-

M multipath can provide more efficient router operation in the

uture Internet. Not all routers on the Internet have to maintain full

GP tables; in some regions, only reduced tables are required. In

hese regions the network capacity can be increased by using the

GP multipath feature, simultaneously keeping the size of routing

ables limited. With the proliferation of SDN orchestration of net-

orks, BGP multipath management will be more simple and man-

geable. As a result, there is space for BPG Add-Paths and BGP-XM

pplication in the context of SDN. 

YAMR and STAMP, in our opinion, do not have much chance

or implementation in operators’ networks. They attract few re-

earchers and network device manufacturers. DIMR, on the other

and, as an extension of PDAR, attracts researchers and, as a mech-

nism based on BGP, may be interesting for manufacturers. PDAR

an be implemented in a relatively easy way and the functionality

f BGP-based interdomain routing will not be deteriorated. 

Segment Routing is one of the multipath interdomain solutions

hich have the biggest chance to be implemented on a wider

cale. Although the standardization process is not finished, some

endors already have SR ready devices in their portfolio. Adop-

ion of BGP extensions, so far specified in IETF draft versions, may

reatly speed up usage of SR by network operators. 

Although the main design goal of LISP was not to support mul-

ipath transmission, it seems to be a promising solution. An im-

ortant feature of LISP is that it can be deployed incrementally

ithout the need to change current operations in the core net-

ork (in particular, no changes are needed to the BGP protocol)

nd the intradomain routing. Only border routers in a LISP capa-

le autonomous systems need to be upgraded to support LISP. LISP

oes not need to be deployed at once by all ISPs. LISP based mul-

ipath can be introduced with no overhead to routers’ forwarding

ables; only a small signalling overhead related to the mapping ser-

ice may appear. All available paths between two stub ASes are

table and created by the BGP protocol. The decision on using two

r more concurrent paths is left to the operator of stub AS and will

eflect its policy. Increasing deployment of LISP seems to be highly

ossible in the future. Operators of stub-networks will take advan-

age of its multipath capabilities if it offers some benefits (e.g. bet-

er quality, cost savings etc.). 

Network equipment with GMPLS-capabilities has been offered

or years by main equipment vendors. However, the proliferation

f such GMPLS-capable equipment is somehow not relevant to the

lethora of universal and flexible functions being offered by this

ontrol plane (and to some extent also management plane) frame-

ork. In spite of this limited and quantitatively unimpressive ap-

licability, GMPLS offers an excellent set of reference concepts and

unctions that give receipts for resource provisioning, traffic engi-

eering, protection, restoration, service-oriented routing and man-

gement. 
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MIRO, Pathlet routing, Routing deflection, AMIR and Path Splic-

ng have not developed into commercially available solutions. One

r two publications which have appeared did not spark interest.

his does not negate the idea; however, the operators, who would

e a driving force in implementing these ideas, did not see a strong

nough incentive. 

BANANAS, Platypus and WRAP extend source routing with a set

f new features. Each of them can be introduced in-crementally,

.e., not all routers have to be aware of mechanism specific opera-

ions. Despite this, there is marginal interest from researchers and

he market. NIRA was proposed in 2003, and since that time has

ot attracted vendors and operators. In our opinion, this mecha-

ism will not be implemented on a wide scale in the future. 

One of interesting concepts which can be considered in future

s possible solutions for interdomain architectures are Software-

efined Networks (SDN). While SDN is not a new concept, its re-

aissance has been observed in recent years. However, so far, its

opularity arises mostly in single domain networks. We believe

hat this concept can and will be used successfully in future for

ultipath transmission on the Internet. Before that, the scalabil-

ty problems observed for SDN must be resolved. One of the most

opular elements of the SDN architecture is the OpenFlow protocol

esponsible for communication between controller and forwarding

lements. This protocol opens new possibilities for routing modifi-

ations by users or operators without using expensive devices. SDN

hould ensure easier network control, new services, and decreasing

perational costs. 

Moreover, Information Centric Networking (ICN) paradigm, that

hifts from the current host-centric approach to information-

entric one, can be considered as a future solution implementing

ultipath interdomain transmission. There exists very good sur-

ey papers addressing state-of-the-art of ICN [72–75] . In the ICN

oncept data routing can be closely related to the name resolu-

ion mechanism and those two functions can be integrated ( cou-

led ) or independent ( decoupled ). Over the years researchers pro-

osed many differentiated architectures in which data routing may

elay on well known protocols (e.g. OSPF, BGP, source-routing) or

ay implement novel approaches (e.g. Bloom filters, DHT). How-

ver, as addressed in [73] in the case of interdomain transmission

any of ICN-based mechanisms require a global view of the net-

ork, have scalability issues and introduce quite big overhead of

ignalling packets into network. 

In next section, we analyse challenges identified by us, which

hould be taken into consideration before implementing a new

ultipath interdomain transmission mechanism. 

2.1. Challenges and requirements for optimal inter-AS multipath 

rchitectures 

Several challenges have been identified in term of inter-AS mul-

ipath transmission. They are listed in Table 5 . Addressing these

hallenges can limit the barriers for the implementation of interdo-

ain multipath solutions. Operators usually use BGP which allows

hem to select one path between a pair of ASes. Load balancing

an be used between two directly connected ASes. Operators are

eluctant to implement more advanced solutions. They are aware

f the importance of interdomain traffic and they do not want to

ncur risks related to the implementation of such mechanisms. In

articular, operators cannot risk loops appearing in their networks.

The first, and one of the most important challenges, is scalabil-

ty. Most of the mechanisms described in this paper can work suc-

essfully in relatively small networks. It is difficult to ensure the

fficient operation of an interdomain multipath mechanism. Par-

icularly in solutions which need a controller to set up multiple

aths, e.g., in SDN, it is a challenge to coordinate information ex-

hanged between ASes. A set of controllers from different domains
omposing a control plane can be considered as a possible solution

o the scalability challenge. Such an organization of the network

ay need to upgrade or even replace existing hardware, which in

urn should result in increased computing power and elasticity. 

One of the most important problems relating to scalability is

he growing size of the routing tables of Internet routers. Mainte-

ance of huge routing tables and lookup procedures becomes real

hallenge. Provision of multipath mechanisms on the Internet scale

ncreases resilience, but it simultaneously results in routing table

ize explosion. Resilience cannot be a strong argument for intro-

ucing multipath transmission at the inter-AS level. Current BGP

as enough abilities to provide resilience. 

Another factor which prevents vendors and operators from im-

lementing multipath solutions is route stability. Route flapping is

 very undesirable effect. Some of the presented mechanisms have

een inspected for stability, and simulation shows that route sta-

ility is preserved. BGP-related mechanisms usually show good sta-

ility (ex. BGP-XM). Some of the presented mechanisms are dedi-

ated to limiting routing table size - for instance LISP or Segment

outing. The fact that multipath transmission may increase the

andwidth and Internet capacity is not enough to strongly interest

endors and operators. Perhaps more mature solutions which com-

ine strategies limiting table size together with multipath trans-

issions will attract more attention. Similar objections are also

ndicated to the solutions based on flow switching, and potential

ow table explosion is considered. The SDN based solutions are

ulnerable to this problem. 

The next crucial challenge of multipath interdomain transmis-

ion is the ability to prevent the creation of a loop and to break al-

eady established loop(s). The existence of a loop has a far reaching

onsequence in a multi-domain multi-operator scenario. If a loop

s created, then data conveyed by a transit AS may be caught in

he loop and, as a result, due to the TTL limitation, removed from

he network. This means that a service delivered by a provider in a

istant part of the network may be blocked. Such an incident not

nly has technical consequences but also financial and legal ones.

ncreasing the number of paths which may be used in a network

ncreases the difficulty in managing the network, data flows and

sed paths. 

Manageability is a significant feature for interdomain multipath

ransmission. It is not easy to manage a huge amount of traffic,

specially sent in a network through different paths. The control

lane should not only be scalable but also efficient, and should en-

ure the proper operation of many entities. The management pro-

ess should take into consideration also possible frequent changes

eing observed in the network. 

Additionally, a growing number of paths increases the burden

laced on the ability to prepare, use and coordinate routing po-

ices. With contrary goals and preclusive business, legal and tech-

ical environments of operators of autonomous systems, it may be

ard to introduce multipath. Broad use of multipath transmission

eeds to be accepted, understood, and used by managers and tech-

ical staff with a clear advantage seen by financial departments. It

eems that enforcement on routing policies should be performed

moothly and automatically with more self organization than in

urrent networks. 

One of the fundamentals of BGP and its popularity is stability

nd reliability. BGP allows the maintenance of connectivity among

Ses even in the case of link failures. It can be more difficult to en-

ure network reliability when multipath interdomain transmission

s allowed. On one hand, a network controller may have to observe

he state of a higher number of paths than in a network without

ultipath mechanisms. On the other hand, in the case of a link

ailure it may be easier to use another path to carry user data. 

When we provide new mechanisms, especially new control

lanes, fault tolerance is a real challenge. Not only network links
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Table 5 

Challenges and requirements for optimal inter-AS multipath architectures/mechanisms. 

Challenges to existing inter-AS multipath architectures Requirements for optimal inter-AS multipath architectures 

Scalability to upgrade or replace existing hardware to change devices to increase computing power and 

elasticity 

Size of routing tables to react to increasing size of routing tables in hardware to limit routing table registrations or to aggregate flows 

Routes stability to provide stability in network to minimize route flapping 

Loop prevention/mitigation to prevent creation/usage of routing loops to ensure smooth transport of data 

Manageability to react effectively to changes in the network to manage a higher number of outgoing inter-AS links 

Operation & Administration Maintenance different paths for the same transmission make it 

harder to troubleshoot/diagnose problems 

more memory and processing power needed to manage a 

single transmission 

Reliability to ensure co-existence of protection/restoration 

mechanisms with inter-AS multipath algorithms 

to ensure sufficient network resources and efficient 

reliability mechanisms 

Fault tolerance to eliminate or reduce failures of network elements protection/restoration mechanisms ensure short breaks in 

transmission and high performance when failure occurs 

Cost to minimize cost of implementation of new 

mechanisms and network operation 

to ensure effective network devices at a rational cost 

Power consumption to reduce power consumption by usually 

overprovisioned network resources 

to ensure that power consumption is rational 
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but also the control plane must be reliable. For example, redun-

dancy for network controllers has to be assured. Network nodes

may have many more operations to conduct. As a result they

are subject to potential failures. Protection/restoration mechanisms

implemented for network devices should ensure short breaks in

transmission and high performance when failures occur. 

The cost of implementation of new mechanisms for multipath

inter-AS transmission may be very high. Core network devices

are very expensive and should be changed rationally. Moreover,

implementation of a control plane (especially with central con-

trollers) and providing inter-operator agreements can increase the

cost of implementation of new mechanisms. All new proposals

have chances for implementation if the cost of this implementa-

tion is lower than potential profits. In most cases, it is not easy

to estimate the cost of implementation on a global scale. What is

clear is that network devices should work effectively at a rational

cost. 

Implementation of additional mechanisms usually results in ad-

ditional demand on power (both computational and electricity).

The same is observed for most mechanisms analysed in this pa-

per. A separate control plane with network controllers, additional

algorithms to be used by network devices, and usage of additional

links, may mean that more power will be consumed. On the other

hand, some links may not be overprovisioned, as they are cur-

rently. Network operators should balance network operation costs

in their networks to enable rational transmission expenses. 

In spite of all these challenges and difficulties it seems that in

the end all these obstacles will be removed and automatic control

of a multipath multi-domain network will be implemented. Look-

ing at the previous twenty years and all the improvements visible

in networking, it seems that it is fully possible. 

23. Conclusion 

In our previous work [1] we have shown that operators can

provide multipath transmissions inside their domain quite easily,

by choosing one of the available solutions. However, the solutions

are not popular due to their complexity and the fact that opera-

tors rarely observe the necessity to use multiple paths inside their

domain. 

This survey shows that there are numerous proposals for pro-

viding multipath transmission between domains. These can be

more appealing for both operators and end-users. Therefore, the

incentive to use them is greater than in the previous case. How-

ever, the problem with introducing interdomain multipath trans-

missions is similar to the transition from IPv4 to IPv6. IPv6 was

specified in 1998, and 17 years later, even though most currently
sed devices support it, its introduction on a global scale has still

ot happened. Obviously IPv6 works here and there, but because

t is a ubiquitous protocol, its replacement is a very complicated

peration. 

The situation is the same with interdomain routing. As it all re-

ies on one protocol (BGP), any changes are almost impossible to

ntroduce. In the case of IPv6, a tremendous amount of effort and

 lot of time has been devoted to providing strategies for seamless,

ncremental deployment. If there is ever a will to implement an in-

erdomain multipath solution, after having decided on a single one,

 similar amount of effort will need to be made to assure smooth

eployment. Furthermore, routing is also connected with network

olitics - solutions that were established over the years by all oper-

tors. Forcing anyone to make changes might not be beneficial for

ll the parties involved. Therefore, there is definitely a long road

head. 
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